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I.

IrltnonucronY.
ONn does not usually associate the wild open wa,stes of
Dartmoor wit'h woodlands of any kind. Yet the {act
remains that tv'o of the most remarkable woods known to
exist lie within its bounds. These a,re Wistman's Wood,
near the centre of the moor, and Black Tor Beare (or Copse),
near its northern boundary. Piles Wood. in the southern
part of the moor, is of somewhat similar type.
All these woods &re so exceptional in their main characteristics as to be unique, not only in Britain, but also
probably in the whole world. They are remarkable, not
for luxuliant tree-glow-bh or great extent, but for their
very diminutive trees and extremely limited areas ; while
the excessive humidity of the region in which they exist
and other extraordinary conditions amid which they grow
add. characteristics which ca,n only be described as
weird.
Wistman's Wood, t'he smallest but most remarkable of
thethree, has long beenknown, and not a few writers have
given more or less casual descriptions of it. The earliest is
that by Tristram Risdon, of Winscott, in North Devon, who
wrote a description of his county about 1620, just ovor
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three centuries ago, and this has been printed in at least
three editions. He describes the wood as one of the " three

remarkable things " to be seerr on Dartmoor (26, p. 76,
and 27, p. 223). The Rev. Samuel Rowe declared (28,
p. 175), a trifle fulsomely, that " The whole world cannot
boast, probably, a greater cwiosity in sylvan archreology
than this solitary grove in the Devonshire rvilderness. . . .
The ancient storm-stricken oaks of Wistman are without
recorded parallel. . There is something alrnost unearthly in their aspect." The late Canon Ellacombe
described it as " certainly the most weird and curious wood
in England, if not in Europo " (L8, p. 193). The latest and
best general description of it is that by Mr. \Yilliam
Crossing (6, pp. 19-23). An excellent account of it from
the point of view of its plant ecology, by Mr. G. T. Ilarris,
has appeared since most of the present avticle was written
(10, L[I, pp. %2-a5). Others who have written on the
wood are noticed hereafter.
Yet the fact remains that all descriptions of the wood
hitherto published are either inadequate, misleading, or
otherwise unsatisfactorv. Some of theur are so pervaded
by poetic fancies that the5'are ridicu-lous as serious accounts
of the wood and its peculiarities. Such is the case, for
instance, with N. T. Carrington's sketch of it (5, pp. 55-6),
which shows him to have been a very fully-licensed poet.
It is still more the case with the remarks of Mrs. Bray
(1, pp. 85-102), the friend and correspondent of Southey.
This lady's mind was obsessed by ideas of Druids, who
(she imagined) dwelt in the wood, there offering up
sacrifices and gathering mistletoe from the easily-reachable
branches of the dwarf oaks, She adds an ode " To Wistman's Wood " !
Black Tor Beare, though the larger of these two woods,
is far less known and has received. little more than
passing mention from local guide-book writers and
topographers. The same is true to an even greater
extent of Piles Wood.
AII three woods lie, curiously enough, in an almost
straight line across the moor, and each about nine miles
from its nearest neighbour. Only Wistman's Wood lies
within the bounds of the ancient " Royal Forest of
Dartmoor."
It may very well be that these woods are the last remaining examples of a limited number of similar groves which
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flourished formerly in some of the more sheltered combes
on the moor and very likely were destroyed by the early
" tinners " in the course of their smeiting operations, just
as the ancient oak woods of Sussex were-deitroyed by-the
iron smelters in the sixteenth century. The Membdrs of
the-Geologica-l Survey have expressed the opinion (1?,

p.

69) that the tinners refrained from destroying Wistp.1n: Wood chiefly because they realised that,
thuy
"rreriit
felled the trees, they possessed no means of transportin!
the logs across the surrounding " clatter.,, In any casel
there is no reasorl to regard the woods as r"mnanis of a
primreval for.est n-hich once coyered the whole of Dartmoor,
as is commonly supposed locally (8, pp. 160-3) ; for there
is no evidence that such a forest ever existed. Indeed,
the conditions on the moor--especiallv as regards exposure
to storm and esposure to grazing animals,-and in a less
degree as regarcls soil.

Of all these woods, it may be said that no compelent writer, either Devon m&n or stranger, has yet
published anything like an adequate accoint of . th"em
and their unique features, especially those of scientific
interest.

t9 our respective shares in the work, each of us, while
-Aq
admitting
gen911] responsibility for the whole, a,ccepts
special
ibility only for those particular portions-to
-respons
which his uame is attached.

II.

\Yrsrmax's \Voon.

Rrieny d",*ib"d:;#'T
*-uu wood or very
ancient, but, very stunted, oak treesgrowing, at a considerable elevation and without any visible soil, out of a pile
oj huqg granite !]g"k" which rests upon the steep sid6 of
the valley of the West Dart.
Most of those who take interest in the things of nature
those dwelling in counties remote froh Devon-even
have
at least heard of this extraordinary piece of woodland..
Yet those who have a_ctually seen if alre comparatively
few ; fol it lies as nearly as possible in the ver5i centre o'f
what Devon folk ge-nerally call " the l\[oor,,, anb. in a part
thereof so remote, desolate, and elevated that, unlike^the
rest, it, has never been fully mapped by the Ordnance
Survey, inasmuch as it has uporr it neither houses, nor

"TJ;
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mines, nor a,ny trees other than those in the wood' It
" enjoys," moreorrer, a particularly vile climate ; for its

normal weather consists mainly of excessive and continuous rain, with intervals of dense fog, and fine day now and
then for contrast.
Yet one may a,pproach by rail to within four or fivc
miles of this secluded wood. By far the easiest means of
access to it is by the line from Plymouth to Yelverton,
where one changes on to the moorland railroad one of
the very strangest lines in Britain. By it, one has to travel
eleven miles and a half, constantly rising and always
winding round deep peat-bogs and high rocky tors, before
one reaches its terminus at Princetown, only six miles
from its starting-point, but some nine hundred feet higher,
and in the very heart of the moor. So sinuous is the line
that, at, one point, as the train proceeds, one sees above
one, a few hundred. yards further up a steep hill-side,
what looks like another railway altogether ; and one
has to proceed fuliy two miles further round the hill
before one discovers that this is, in reality, the same
lino upon which one is travelling. Each train consists
of two (or, at most', three) coaches only, and has to be
provided with a small engine of exceptionally powerful
iype; for an ordinary locomotive has been found unequal
to the task.
Leaving Princetown railway station (said to be the most
elevated in Britain, standing at 1372 ft. above sea-level),
one follows for about two miles an excellent road-the
main highway a€ross the moor-to Two Bridges, a village
in the valley of the West Dart and consisting mainly of
one good hotel, largely frequented by anglers. From here,
one ma,y actually see the wood, some two miles further up
the river valley ; but at this d.istance (and even nearer)
it forms a very inconspicuous feature in the landscape and
looks so like a patch of withered bracken that the stranger
requires to have it pointed out.
Erom Two Bridges, one may proceed on wheels, if one
has permission, a mile sti[ further up the valley, as
far as Crockern X'arm, under Crockern Tor ; but the road
thither is rough and not to be recommended for wheeled
traffrc. Crockern Tor is the moot-hill of the early
" tinners " ; and on it is still the amphitheatre in
which, anciently, the Stannary Court held its open-air
moetings.
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Crockern X'arm is the last outpost of civilisation in this

direction. Here there is a cow-shed-smelly, but convenieut-in which the sanguine can take shelter (as I have
done) on the chance that in time the rain may stop. Here,
too, there is a gate in a rud.e stone wall ; and whosoever

has passed this emerges at once upon the open moor. tr'or
the remaining mile, ooe's o$-n feet are to be preferred

before those of even the mo-qt sure-footed moorland pony.
Once on the open moor, one should keep well above the
narrow flat strip of bogg;' bottom land beside the river,

and about half-N.a_u- up the steep left shoulder of the
valley. For the trip, oue should select,, if possible, a day
during a spell of settled fine lr-eather, so as to avoid both

the dreaded moorland fog and &n excess of moisture,
both overhead and underfoot. At the time of mv recent,
visit (6th October. 1920), irnmediately after exceptionally
heavy rain, masses of fog hung r:renacinglv around all
the surrounding hill-tops and (though actual rain held off)
I had to wade much of the nay through rr-ater hal{-way
up to my ankles, as it trickled. dorr,r among the grass on
the steep slope of the vailey.
Arrived at \Yistman's Wood, one finds it hung (so to
speak) on the steep (eastern) bank of the roaring river,
about three miles below its source a,mong the higher tors
and about six miles above its junction with the East Dart
at Dartmeet.
The first thing u.hich strikes arlyone seeing the wood for
the first time is its extreme smallness. It is, in fact',
nothing more than a, mere strip of woodland, of irregular
shape, something less than one hund.red yards wide,
stretching along the side of the river valley for perhaps
four hundred 5,ards, parallel with the river, but about
two hund"red yards from it and one hundred yards above
it. The wood is divided, more or less completely, int'o
three portions, but, only the small northern portion is
entirely separated from the rest by an actual gap.
Hitherto it has not been possible to state the exact area
of the wood; for no large-scale Ordnance llaps of the
district have been published.l Through the courtesy of
the Director-General of the Ordnance Survey, however,
I tr'ortnor estimates of the area of the rvood havo varied geatly.
B,isdon, about 1620, describod it (2?, p. 223) as " some acres of wood and
trees "; Polwhele, in 1796, declared (24, I, p. 94) that it covered " a
spaco of about half an acre " ; Archdeacon Froude, about 1827, estimated it (19, p. 1786) at " about two acres."
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I am now able to state that its area is just four aeres, as
follows:
Northern portion
Central portion
Southern portion

0.700 acre
2.200 acres

1.I00 acre

Total *
little toy

Noah's

u"r**

Ark kind of a wood, notwith-

![ueer
-a
standing its rvide fame and its many points of interest

!

The accompanyinq panoramic view of the rvood (Fig. t)
taken from high up on Beardown, on t,he opposite slope
of the river valley, shows its extent, its slope, and in some
degree the gaps dividing it int,o three portions.
The elevation of the wood above sea-level has already been mentioned as remarkable. As in the case of
the area, however, it has not, been possible hitherto to
state its elevation with exactitude, though this might be
guessed approximatel;,- at something oyer I.000 feet,
which is about the normal iimit of oak woods in this
country. Through the kindness of ]I-r'. R. Hansford Worth,
however, I am now able to state, on his authority, that its
elevation ranges from just ltelow 1250 feet O.D. up to
1390 feet in the North Wood, 1370-80 feet in the Middle
Wood, and 1340 feet in the South Wood.
The wood grows out of what is known locally as a
" clatt,er "-s, va,st' heap of large, loose, angular masses of
the characteristic Dartmoor granite-not a tor in any sense,
but clearly the result of the disintegration of a tor in some
long-past geologic age. Many of these rock masses are
as large as an elephant's body or a taxi-cab.1 They are
piled together in the wildest, confusion, and between them
ire numberless crevasse-like spaces-some large enough
for one to fall into bodilv : most large enough and deep
enough to receive one's leg at full length. The whole
t'clatter " must have been, in early times, a favourite
haunt of wolves and other wild beasts. To-day it swarms
with adders in summer ancl afiords at all times a safe
refuge for foxes.
One of the strangest features of the u'ood is the fact that,
r They are often spoken of as " boulders," but are not such in tho
strictest iense of that-term, being neither rouncled nor transportod.
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practically speaking, no firm soil whatever is discoverable
within it. If, as the result of a slip, one's foot goes to the
bottom of one of the creyasses, one feels there, not soil,
but only other great rocks, such as one sees upon the surface. Probably, indeed, the huge blocks of granite extend
many feet down. Yet soil there must be below, within
reach of the roots of the trees. There are, however, in
crevices beneath and between the granite blocks, accumula-

tions of vegetable humus, and these, though very small in
total amount, suffice to maintain a limited horbaceous
ground-flora.

I{aturally, in the circumstances described, crossing the
is not eas\-. It is, indeed (quite apart from the

" clatter "

steep slope of t,he surface). more in the nature of a climb or
scramble from rock to rock than of a n'alh, and nasty slips
into the crevasses betn-een the tittrnic sharp-edged blocks
of granite are hardlv to be ayoidecl.
Having cro-qsed the " clatter " arlcl enterecl thc wood, one
finds progress even more difficult ; for here the light is
bad and the gaping spaces between the masses of granite

by the ground-flora, corrsisting
mainly of bramble (Rubus), bilberry (Vaccini,um myrtil,l,us),
the large wood-rush (Luzula syluatica), the common
polypody (Polypod,iurn aulgare), the broad-leaved fern
(I{ephrodiunt, d,ilatatum), wy (Hetlera hel,iru), and a very
abundant crop of mosses, which thickly coyers, not only
the rock nasses, but also the recumbent stems and
branches of the trees. Bracken (Pteris aquil,i,na), which
is abundant anong the rocks of t,he ,, cla,tter," also passes
within the margin of the wood, but it does not enjoy the
gloorn o{ the interior. Perhaps the most prominent of all
theso plants is the n'ood-rush, which produces tussocks
of immense size, right in the centre, under the shade of
the trees. The bilberrv is also very abundant.
'Ihe foregoing rrere the chief ground plants which were
prominent at the time of my visit, apart from certairr
epiphytes, to be noticed hereafter; but, earlier in
the year. there are others, and the late IIr. T. R,. Archer
Briggs, of Plymouth, collected in or immediately adjacent
to the wood some forty species of plants, including the
alove (29, ed. 1902, p. 203 n.). In spring, the foxglove
(Digi,tali,s purpurea) grows sparingly among the dwarf
oaks and is said alniost to rival them in helght. Other
species, chiefly early-flowering, which were not to be
are largely concealed
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seen at the time of my visit, but the occurrence of which
is recorded by Mr. Haris (10, L[I, p.227), are Sed,um
acre, Oral,is acetosel,la, Potenti,l,l,a tormentilla, Anthorarrthum
od,or atum, Stel,lnr ia hol,o st ea, G eran ium r ob ert ianum, S ci,l,la
(End,gmion) nuta,ns, Lonicera pericl,ymenum, Bl,echnum
apicant, and Lastraa fi,l,,in-ma"s.L Coryilali,s cl,aaiculata also
occurs, as Mr. Hansford Worth infolps p6. All these
plants grow, of coufse, in the small accumulations of
humus mentioned above, some of these being actually
upon the low-lying stems and branches of the trees, as Mr.
Harris has pointed out.
The mountain ash (Pyrus aucuparia) also occu.rs, but in
limited number, and. Mr. Hansford Worth informs me
that there is at least one bush of holly (Il,eu aqui,foli,um).
Both these species bear, it will be noted, brightly coloured
berries which attract birds, especially members of the
Turdide. These, eating the berries, distribute their seeds
widely, and this fact is more than sufficient to account for
the appearance of these two species of tree in the wood.
The foregoing list of species and the Iist of Cryptogams
which follo'ws represent, with practical completeness,
the flora of Wistman's Wood. This flora is of nighly
uuusual type and of much interest foom the point of view

of the student of plant ecology. It may almost bo

described as an ,htsular fl,ora i,nla,rd,,. for, the wood being
snrrounded on all sides by a great extent of open olevated
moorland, there can be and are no other habltats suitable
for woodland plants within a considerable distanee. Probably, indeed, most of the species enumerated are growing at
Ieast five or six miles from any others of their kind-. X'urt[er,

in view of facts already set"forth, there can be no doubt
that the flora of the wood is one of considerable antiquity.
The existence of this ground-flora is largely accountable
for the fact that, while progress &cross the clatter surrounding the woo.d is a matter of some difrculty, even
f_or the agile, progress through the wood itself is actually
dangerous, unless care be exercised. Here, too, progress is
rendered slower, owrng to the necessity of crawling under
or serambling over the lowJying brauches of the trees.
Some of the guide-books, indeed, warn visitors not to
venture into the wood, solely because of the risk of
injury tbrough slipping into the ma,ny deep openings half
t A[hgrium fili,a-Jamdna, recorded in error by Mr; Ea,rris, does not,
I beliove, occur in the wood.
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; while the Members of the Geological
Survey admit (1?, p. 61) that their " attempts to cross
the wood, from end to end, had to be given up, after three
hours scrambling and some bad falls." Nor are such
warnings by any means to be despised, especially by the
townsman or tripper ; and lad.ies who think it necessary
to wear on all occasions the ordinary conventional skirt
will be well advised not to enter the wood ; but the ardent
naturalist, accustorned to scrambling about in the waste
places of the earth, may neglect such warnings.
Immediately ou entering the wood, one sees that it is
essentially an oak n'ood. The oak is, in fact, not merely
dominant, but constitutes practically a pure formation.
I{o other tree exists in the n ood in sufficient abundance
to be spoken of as even sub-dominant. I sav', indeed,
no other trees whatever. escept three or four small bushes
of the mountain ash (Pyi'rrs aucuparia).l At a rough
estimate, ore may guess that the individual oak trees
number between three and four hundred, all very uniform
in type and crowded very closely together. The statement
by Messrs. Elwes and Heury (14, p. 326, 1907) that the
wood " contains a number, perhaps a thousand, of the
most stunted and dwarf oaks in existence," certainly
exaggerates the number.
But these Wistman's \I-ood oaks present an appearance
eoncealed by herbage

very widely different frorn that of the tall, spreading,
stately trees one usually sees in noods, parks, and hedgerows. Though obviously of great age (even as the age of
oak trees goes) and apparently quite healthy, they are all
dwarfed, stunted,and gnarled almost beyond belief , reminding one inevitably of the diminutive trees, of Japanese
origin, one no\1r often sees grown in pots indoors for
d.ecorative purposes. Mr. Harris says (10, LIII, p. 23a)
that, while the leaves of these dwarf trees remain vigorous
and of normal size (about 4 inches by 2 inches), the
internodes are about half the leugth only of those of
certain other oaks elsewhere; but this appears to be an
error of observation (see posl, p. 332).
Yet some writers have exaggerated the diminutiveness
(so to speak) of these trees. Thus, there is a local saying
(8a, p. 147, and 18a, p. 306) that the wood " consists of five
hundred trees five hundred feet high "-6 sf,af,sment which
1 From what Mr. Ilarris says (lO,lLlI, p. 239), however, there must
be moro than I observetl.
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(as Mr. Crossing says (6, p.2l)) "is at least entitled to
that latitude usually accordecl to humour " ; for it is
intended to imply, in whimsical fashion, that each tree is
no more than one foot high !
Turning to serious writers, x.e find

that Risdon, writing.aimost exactly three centuries ago, spoke of them
as " trees that are a fathom about and yet no taller than
a marr may touch to top with his hand (p?, p. 2ZB). The
staternent by Mr. W. Burt, of Piymouth (8, p. 166), that
" none of these venerable foresters exceed 7 feet in
height, but their circumference is great in proportion,
being nearly the same," is incomprehensible.l- The Rev.
Samuel Rowe gives the ayerage height as l0 feet (P8,
p. 177). IIr. J. Ll. Warden Page says (23, p. tB4) that
" the tallest cannot be more than a dozen feetln height " ;
aiscr (22, p. 161) that " the average cannot exceed g
feet "-both figures which are, I trelieve, under the mark.
'I'he Members of the Geological Survey assert that " none
crf the trees exceeds lb feet in heighl,, (L?,p.60). Mr.
Harris gives the average lieight as from ttr to 2O feet
(10, LITI, p. %9.
I mtself estimated that, in height, most of the larger
trees rangecl frour lu to 15 feet, few or none being
taller-an estirlate n'hich JIr. Hausford \Yortli regards as
approxirnately correct, though he has measured one
individual tree which, though it girths no more than
41 inches, stands over 26 feet in height.
Further, I ascertained by actual measurement that,
in girth, most of the adult trees ranged between 40
and 60 inches, though one of the largest ran to Z8
inches (about 26 inches diameter), thus slightly exceeding Risdon's " fathom about." Mr. Harris has
measured thirteen selected trees, which he found to have
(at 12 inches above the ground) the following circumferences ; 72, 75, 77 , 78,60, 93, 60, 72, 82, 72, 77, 64, and

102 inches (an average of nearly 76 inches) (10, L[I, p. 284.)
But many of the larger trees are of bushy or scrubby gro*,th
and present no measurable stem at all. In many, the
lower hranches rest on (and, in some cases, actually coil
round) the moss-covered masses of granite. Thus, as
Mr. Crossing has observed (6, p. 2L), " one may very
1 l-he statement b;y Mr. '[!-. Borrer (19,

p. l75Z) that ,,nono of them

ft. high, though their trunks are moro than t0 ft. in
r,ireumf,erence," is also incomprehensible, probably through some
are no\v above 7

misprint,.
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comfortabiy sit on the bough of an aged oak with one's
feet touching the ground." One may use, too, whilst so
doing, a natural footstool, soft as eider-down, provided
by the thick moss which coyers the rocks. X'ew, if any,
even of the largest trees, possess a, cle&r bole as much as
4 feet high. Further, in practically all the tree.q. the
lateral spread of their branches is considerably greater
than their height.
The procumbency of the lou'er branches of many of the
trees is a feature admirably sketched by Mr. Harris, who
writes (10, L[I, p. %Q: " One of the most arresting
features . . . is the close irrtimacy of trees and boulders.
They are dovetailed together in such extraordinary closeness, and are masked so completely by the growth upon
and around them, that it is often difficult to determine
where the tree ends and the rock commences. In one case.
where a small oak appeared to be growing altogether upon
the flat surface of an enormou.s boulder, I was able to lift
the entire tree, with its growth of bilberry bushes. wood
sedge, and moss, clear of the granite surface. Onll' the
most careful examination revealed a single root creeping
down the side of the boulder and entering the ground."
A still more remarkable feature is presented by the trees
in their fantastically-gnarled and twisted branches. Mr.
Burt wrol,e of them long since (3, p. 165) as " scrubbed,
decrepit trees .
which, by various causes, have been
reduced to uncouth misshapen dwarfs." These phenomena
are due undoubtedly to the extremely unfavourable
conditions of their existence generally, and especially to
the very open and elevated position they occupy, in
which they are exposed to the full force of terrific winds,
especially those blowing from the north-west. Mr. Harris,
who has studied carefully the efiect of these winds upon
the trees, doubts if the wood could. ever have come into
existence at all without the shelter given to the original
seedlings by the huge granite rock masses amid which
the trees grow. In support of this view, he points out (10,
LIII, p. 236) that : " if a careful examination be made
of those trees in Wistman's Wood situated at the extreme
lN.\ry.] end, facing Crow Tor, the efiects of wind-pruning
are very obvious. One conspicuous example is an isolated
oak at the edge of the wood, consisting of stem and a
single bough, the bough leaving the stem at right angles in
the direction of N.W.-S.E. The majority of the trees on
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the I{.W. extremity of the wood show severe wind-pruning

from the N.W. winds and growth along an axis N.W.-S.E.
. . . My present, opinion, therefore, is that the original
wood commenced with the shelter of the huge granite

blocks.

."

Another extremely-noticeable feature of these curious
trees is that their stems and branches are overgrown, often
almost to their tops, by an extremely profuse epiphytic
growth of long shaggy moss, lichens, and. the common
polypody fern. These plants form huge masses and give
to the branches &n enormously bulky a,ppearance, swelling
many a branch no thicker than one's wrist to the size of
one's waist. As long ago as 1828, H. E. Carrington, a son
of the poet, wrote of their branches (4, p. 209) that : " what
chiefly attracts the notice of the beholder is the profusion
of moss with which they are overgrown. This moss, indeed,
exists in such astonishing abundance that some of the
boughs though not in reality more than 3 or 4
inches in diameter, are made to appear five or six times
that thickness."
Such a growth could occur only on trees of very great
age, growing very slowlv, in a region of extreme humidity,
and it gives the interior of the n'ood a u'eird unearthly
aspect.l The accompanying view (Figs. 2 and 3) was taken
actually in the interior of the wood, where the light is
very bad. (See also Figs. 9 and 10.)
At the time of my visit I collected no specimens of the
plants forming this very remarkable epiphytic growth;
but, from the observations of Mr. Harris (10, LIII,
p. 237) it appears to consist mainly of the mosses
Anom,od,on lAntitrichi,umf curtipendul,um, Eurynahium
rnyllrunl, Dicranum scopa,r,ium and Ulota crispa. William
Borrer, who botanised in the wood nearly ninety
years ago, noted (19, p. 1757) thab Anomod,on curt,ipend,ul,um, " bearing its very rare capsules in profusion," formed a large part of the cryptogamic flora.
Mr. H. N. Dixon says (LL, p. a08) that it " grows nowhere,
perhaps, more finely in our islands than in Wistman's
Wood, Dartmoor, where it clothes the limbs of the old
and stunted oaks with large rnasses, hanging down to the
1 Polwhele (24,I, p. 94) quotes a correspondent who says of tho trees
that " on their docayed tops, thorns, brambles, etc., aro shooting forth,
forming altogother a most grotesque appoarance," and Martyn soon

after solemnly repeated this nonsenso (see his ed. of Miller's

and, Botanist's Di,ct.,

a*, " Woods,"

1809).
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length of a foot or more and producing fruit in abundanee." Mr. Harris also mentions, as occurring in the
wood, Hyl,ocom'ium l,oreum (a typical sub-alpine woodland
species) and Rhacorn'itrium lantuinosum (on boulder tops
round the edges of the wood). In addition to the mosses,
the principal epiphytic plants are Oralis acetosel,la and the
polypody f.ern (Polypod'iu,m aulgare), with a certain number
of lichens.
Since my visit, I have been favoured with specimens of
twenty species of lichen, gathered in the wood by two
different, collectors. On 17th September, 192I, Dr. A. B.
Rendell, of Postbridge, collected seven species, which were
identifled by Miss A. Lorraine Smith, of the British Museum,
as follows :
Cetraria glauca Ach.
L ecanor a i ntunt

es c en

s

Kerl.

Karmelia Juli,ginosa var, leteirr
Euernia prunastre Ach.
Usnea fl,orida var. hirta Ach.
P armel,'ia saratil,is Ach.
P armel,ia phy s od,es Ach.

erzs

Nyl.

In June, 1922, Mr. W. Daliamore, of Kew, collected
seventeen species (thirteen of them not gathered by
Dr. Rendell), which were identified by Mr. Robert Paulson
as follows i
S ph

er ophorus glob osus Wain.

Parmelia perlata Ach.
P armelia sarati,l,is T ayl.
P armelia omphaloid,es Ach.
Parmel,,ia caperata Ach.
Cetraria glauca Aeh.
E pern'ia prunastri Ach.
Ramalina siliquosa A. L. Sm.
Usnea fl,orid,a \Yeb.
C

lad,onia fimbri,ata

C I ad,on

C

ia

Er.

Iqua,nxosa, Hoff m.

lad,onia fur cata Schrad.

lad,onia c erryicor nis Scher.
Cladonia syloatica Hofim.

C

C

lad,onia r ang if or m'is Hoff m.

O p eg r apha h er p et

ica Ach.

Graphis el,egans Ach.
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Mr. Worth reports Clad,on'ia cocciJera Willd. in addition
to the foregoing.
Atl this remarkable epiphytic growth would be impossible were it not for the extremely moist atrnospheric
conditions which prevail in the wood. trVithout these,
scarcely any kind of vegetative growth could take place
therein.
What the average rainfall in the wood. may be, no one
knows exactly; for, on Dartmoor, owing to the widely
varying conditions, the precipitation varies so greatly,
even in places immediately adjacent to one another, that
nothing but a rain-gauge actually on any particular spot
suffices to show the amount of the rainfall there. The
nearest rain-gauge to the wood is that of Mr. T. C. Bridges,
about two miles to the south, at Two Bridges (elevation
1170 ft.), where the average yearly fall is slightly over
80 inches and rain falls on about 220 days out of the 365.1
At the prison at Princetorvn (elevation 1359 feet), two miles
further riouth-west and probably the wettest spot on the
moor, the fall ar;erages 8t'46 inches (20, p. 66). This
enormous precipitation, rvhich obtains orer limiteci areas
only, is due to the prosimit5- of high tors, rrhich, b;;- cooling
the moisture-laden breezes coming straight ofi the Atlantic,
cause them to shed their ercessive moisture in the shape
of prodigiously heary rains.
It is certain, hot-ever, that the rainfall at the wood does
not reach the figures indicated above. Mr. Hansford
Worth, whose knorvledge of the amount of precipitation
which takes place over the whole of Dartmoor is unrivalled,
has pointed out to me that the amount of rainfall decreases
very rapidly to the north of Princetown, in which direction
Wistman's Wood lies. For instance, 42 yeats' average in
the Cowsic Valley (I352 ft.) is 71'69 in.; 20 years'aYerage
at Cowsic Head (1580 ft.) is 64'94 in.; 20 years' average at
Beardown Tor (i550 ft.) is 48'95 in.; 20 yeats'average at
Devil's Tor (1785 ft.) is 52'21 in. ; 20 years' average at
White Tor (1640 ft.) is 51'f 5 in.; and 30 years'average at,
Hessary Tor (1625 ft.) is 56'82 in. This shows a falling ofr
as elevation increases, Lhe amount of such falling ofI depending, however, largely on various other factors. On the
whole, in the absence of actual observations taken on
the spot, Mr. Hansford Worth is of opinion that the
I Information kindly supplied by Mr. Bridges (see also recent' volumes
of Br'itish RainJall).
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average rainfall

at the wood is probably between 67 and

70 inches.

I have seen elevated forests, up to the extreme limits of
tree growth, on the Rocky Mountains, the Alps, and tho
high Norwegian Jjelt. Yet nowhere have I seen features at
all similar to those seen in Wistman's Wood; for none of
the localities indicated possesses, like it, the same remarkable combination of special natural conditions. Even the
far-northern woods which exist in the deep fiord,s on the
west coast of Greenland sho'vl- a vegetative grov'bh which is,

by comparison, quite luxuriant,, as is proved by the
it published recently by Daniel Bruun (2, LVII,

vierys of

pp. 27-32). My belief is, indeed, that these Dartmoor

woods have no near parallel anywhere in the whole world.l
Returning norr to the trees in the wqod: It is noticeable

that, noth#ithstanding the excessiv6 epiphytic growth
upon them, they appear to be in good health generally.
Some shov' signs of decay, but I saw none which were
actually dead. Such statements as those of 1\Ir. T. A.
Falcon, who refers (15, p. 47) to " this wood of decay "
of Mr. J. Ll. Warden Page, who says (28, p. 135) that the
trees are " all more or less apparently dying " ; and of Mr.
;

W. Burt, who says (8, p. f 66) that " in spring and summer
a little green ma,y betray itself in foliage," are all due to
careless observation and are quite misleading. Still less
correct is the statement of H. E. Carrington (4, p. 209) that
" in summer the eye is cheered by a little green, but even
this is formed by the foliage of the brambles, fern, ivy, and
other parasitical plants which have fixed themselves on
the trunks and branches of the decaying trees.
The general appearance of tho spot is, notwithstanding,
cheerless in the extreme. The trees are little othor than
Iifeless heaps of yellow moss. Scarcely a leaf trembles
in the breeze. .-a scene chosen by Desolation as her
own peculiar dwelling-place."
More in accord with the true facts is the statement of
the Rev. Samuel Rowe, who says (28, p. 176) that " although it is probable that the trees have not increased
in height for many an age, yet these dwarf Patriarchs of
the Forest produce bud, leaf, and acorn in their season."
Indeed, one may say of the trees that, hard as are the
conditions of their existence, they are all " going on as
well as can be expected."
1

vol,.

LrY.

See

postscript', p. 341.
U
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Desiring to ascertain to which of the two closely-allied

gtiti.ir sfecies of oak t'he trees belong, T searched 'them
acorns. It has been stated (18, V, p' a22)
"--t"ity'tor
that thl trees in the wood are too decrepit to prod"uce
fruit ; but this was proved long since to be wrong' i'ot
irrrturr"", Mr. J. Brdoking Rowe says (99, P' 499) that'

i" S"pt"*Uer, 1895, a ladly, after long search, discovered
Go i,.ort*, which, on tleing sown, d'uly germinated'l
Probably the crop varies greatly in different leal!:..?P '*
the caJe with th-e oak-everywhere ; for Williarn
"o**orily
norr"r, air excellent botanist, who visited the wood in the
"'thirties " of last century, says (J-9, p' 1757) he found

on the ttees " a tolerably'vig"orous ciop of leaves ?"tt.
acorns," and Mr. R. Hansford Worth informs me that
freely, as
ii i-Jldz the oaks in the wood fruited verysummer
of
hot
the
of
result
a
did most trees everywhere,
w-ood'
young
the
ripened
thoroughly
igir t orrirrg
"At
first, I *y.EH *u. oiubl" t6 nnd any acorns ; but, after
of
some
on
ones
search, I found a few small
the
"orr.id"rrLle
shos'that
to
suffi'ced
these
the vounser ttees,: and
tr"".f n"ufi"g them belonged to the comlroll oak (Qzrercir's
iiairr"utoto'-Q. robtLr'\: not to tire se:sile-flo*-ered oak
no examples'
IQ. tritil;iorni." of the iatter spe-cies.-I sarthe wood'
v-ith
familiar
i'i
rrho
ilirt ftr. H. \tendelmans,
though
therein'
occur
d'oes
tree
latter
this
that
i"to*. me
p ?.11
.p-t*tr. Mr' Harris is also of opinion (10',LIII'
posslbly
others
ancl
t'hat so"me of the trees are of this species
hvbrids
.^'l'rrit between the two'a
my observations showed' conclusively that''
"r,
all st'atements to the cont'rary, the trees
,roi*ith*turrding
there are'
,r" ,.prodocin[ theniselves satisfactorily; forquite
y.-oy"g
of
a
number
wood,
in the-lower pirt of the
a
walkingthan
thicker
no
stems
with
3)l.o*"
trees (Fig.
with
;ii.k;r; a height of two or three feet only : others
tlarrrs'
lYIr'
inches'
a stem-d.iameter of three or four
on this point is conclusive' He. says (10', LIII'
"oid"rr""
p. 233), "Several seedling eals of a- few inches in hetght
[t rt-i'."r"tully dug up ;ere certainly independent plants
r

See posl,

P. 310.

2TheseacornsarenowinthelrerbariumoftheBritishMuseum..Le of t'his specios{see 19' p' ti!l-)3 Mr. Borror u,r*o to""a iii";;;;;l;
n ihat the trees in tho wood should bo of the peduncul&to speore_3
with on rich
is somewhat surprising ,"" f;", ;;;;1u, it'ut *p""i"* is met
gooa',"oii;i *rril. til"-..r*ile-horvered species is usually
,rr""i"r
poorei soils and in hilly districts'
on "trr6r
r"Lt *ltf,""J
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and not suckers from the roots of older
trees of all ages are present."

oaks. . In fact,

Yet, that the wood. is not extending its area is certain.
Indeed, fires, the terrific wind-s, and the animals which
graze upon the moor would effectually prevent it from
extending, in any case, beyond the protection afforded by
the tumbled rock m&sses of the " clatter."
The general features of the wood., as noticed above,
haye been sketched with greater regard to picturesqueness
than scientific accuracy, by Carrington in his alleged poem,
Dartmoor (1826)

. . .:
lly countrv,

:

Thyguardianoaks,
boast-a giant race
And undegenerate still ; but, of this groveThis pigmv grove-not one has climbed the air
So emulouslv that its loftiest branch
)Iay brush the traveller's brow-. Their twisted roots
Have clasp'd, in search of nourishment, the rocks,
And straggled wide, and pierced the stony soil
In vain. Denied maternal succour, here
A dwarfish race has risen. Round the boughs,
Hoary and feeble, and around the trunks,
With grasp destructive, feeding on the life
That lingers yet, the ivy winds, and moss
Of growth enormous. E'en the dull vile weed
Has fix'd itself upon the very crown
Of many an ancient oak. And thus-refused
By Nature kindly aid, dishonour'd, old,
Dreary in aspect-silently decays
The lonely wood of Wistman !
are th;r

{s to the age of Wistman's Wood, it is extremely
difficult, even for one accustomed to judge the ages of
trees, to form even an estimate, owing to its exceptional
nature and surroundings. At the same time, there can be
no doubt whatever that it is very aucient. Probably it is,
as a wood, rrery much older than the thousand vears
traditionally assigned to it locally, though one may
4oubt if any of the existing trees are of that age.
Local people sometimes tell the stranger that the wood.
" dat'es from something n.c.," and even this is far from
impossible. Mr. H. Evershed, an able writer on such
subjects, thought (16, p. 387) that the old.er trees must
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have been " in their prime at the time of the Norman
Conquest,," whilst Lady Shelley ln- 1852 sup-posed
(80, p. eO+) them to have been " flourjshing during
ihe feriod of the Roman occupation_"; but these are
overestimates of their ige. -More certain hght
probibly-age
-on
of the wood appea,rc to be afiorded by the
the
statementi of B,isdon, made iust three hundred years
ago, which prove that the area of the wood was then
niuch the saine as it is now and that the trees were then
very similar, both in height and characteristics, to what
they are to-day.
SLveral attempts have been made to ascertain the exact
age of the treei by dutting sections of their stems and
c6unting the number of annual concentric rings--an easy
matter in the case of most trees, but very difficrrlt in the
case of these Wistman's Wood oaks, owing to their excessively slow growth having produced a very hard closegrained wood, with exceedingly narrow rings. Moreover,
Ihe records left.us by those who ha-ve made these attempts
are all more or less unintelligible, chiefly because the
observers v'ere inexpert in such t'ork. Nevertheless,
their records enable one to estimate the approximate age
of the trees.
The fust attempt to count the rings a,ppears to have
been made in 1827 by Archdeacon X'roude, of Dartin.gt'on,
near Totnes (a brother of Prof. Froude, the historian)'
1
He says (19, p. 1786) that, on a section of a tree " cut
the
from
counted
I
down parily for the purpose,
[begrnning
further
t'he
when
rings,
250-concentric
of
uprvards
centrd]
evidence-of annual formations in [? extending fo] the
exterior circumference was too indistinct to be noticed,"
even with the aid of a microscope (1, p. 96). Another section is said to have shown " seven hundred rings," but this
is of doubtful authenticity, and possibly " seven " i! *
misprint for " sevetal " (21, p. 199 and 30, p. 304). Another
.""fror, cut by Mr. John Divett, of Bovey Tracey,,is saitl
(10, XII, p. ZlOl to have shown 120 rings only ; but, as
ih"-diu*iter is not given, this record also is valueless.
Yet another section, said to have been 9 inches in diameter, cut on 16th September, 1866, by Mr. Wentworth
W. Buller, by permission of the Prince of Wales, as Duke

of-Cornwall, showed. 163 annual rings. These facts are recorded in an inscription cut on the face of a large triangular
r Unfortunatoly he noglects to record its diametor'
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granite block near the centre of the wood.1 Duplicate
sections were sent, by order of the Duchy Authorities, to
Kew and to the Royal Albert Memorial Museum at Exeter,
while another passed into the possession of Mr. P. X'. S.
Amery, of Druid, Ashburton. This latter section is said
(14, p. 326) to measure '0 9 inches by 7 in diameter " ;
to show " 163 years' grow.th " ; and to represent " no less
than forty years to the inch."
Through the kindness of Mr. X'. R,. Rowley, Curator of
the Exeter Museum, I have been enabled to examine the
sectiou in his charge, v'hich appears to have come from
a tree with a tn-elve-inch diameter (not 9 inches as recorded). It, preserrts, apparently, at least the number of
annual rings statecl, but has been dealt with, unfortunately,
in such a wa\- that it is not now possible to oheck the
number exactlr.
In the Timber Jluseum at Ken', there is a portion of
the stem of a tree said to have beeu cut in 1887.2 Its top
section (which is about 19$ inches in diameter) shows about
90 dnnual concentric rings in the innermost b inches, but
the outer 5 inches of the wood is d.iseased (having, perhaps,
been affected by the epiphytic grov"th), and in this portion
the rings are not distinguishable.
The Members of the Geological Survey observe (1?, p. 60)
that the trees " &re very old, and a branch only a little
over an inch in diameter showed 40 rings of annual
growth."
These records, though extremely va,gue and unsatisfactory, seem, nerertheless, to afford a basis for a rough
estimate as to the ages of the larger trees. Thus, if a tree
with a 4{ inch radius is proved to be 163 years old (thus
showing 38 years' gror.th to the inch), one with a 13 inch
radius (as the largest measured by me had) is probably
about 471 yeals old. Again, if one allows 40 rings to tho
inch (which two other trees are said to have shown), this
same tree may be assumed to have been about 520 years
old.
Such conclusions are, as stated,

far from sound; but,
taking all considerations into account, I personally am
1 It reads : " By permission of H,R.H. tho Prince of Wales, Went.
worth Buller, on September l6th, 1866, cut down a, treo noar this spot.
It measured 9 inches in diameter and appeared to be about 163 years
old."
2 Apparently, therefore, it is not tho section cut and sent there in
1

866.

3I0
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prepared to believe that some of the larger trees in the
wood are well over five hundred years old.
But, whatever the age of the existing trees, Mr. Hansford
Worth is of opinion that some, at least, of them, t'hough
apparently complete ttees, a e in reality no more t'han
shoots coming from much more ancient roots or stumps
concealed beneath the huge rock masses-6 sulmisfr which,
though probable, is d,ifficult to prove conclusivel.y.
Moreover, as bearing on the age of the trees, it, may be
stated that Mr. J. S. Amery, of Ashburton, has now
growing in his grounds a young oak, twenty-seYen years
old, raised from an acorn gathered in Wistman's \\rood in
September, 1895.1 It rvas found by the late Mr. J.
Brooking Rowe and his niece, and being sown in a pot it
germinated at once (29, p. a99). He gave the young tree
to IIr. Amery in 1902, when it, rvas still in the pot. It was
at once planted out on the spot where it now stands, the
soil in which it grows being ioam on clay slate. It has now
attained a height of 14 feet, its stem being 15 inches: in
girth at 2 feet above the ground and 10 inches at 4 feet,'
It produces fruit, which shon-s that it beiongs to QrLerctts
pedu,nutlata. For this in-formation I am indebtecl to IIr.
Amerrl,, rvho ]ras been kild enough to supply a photograph
of it (f'Q. a). That the tree has not inherited the
dwarfed characters of its progenitors is clear from the
foregoing-indeed, growing in good soil and in normal
circumstinces, it was hardly likely to do so. Apparently,
however (judging from the photograph), the tree certainly
does present, in some degree, the gnarled characteristics
of its ancestors. The twist in the main stem just where
the branches begin to spread is probably a result of some
injury received while it was still growing in the pot. The
unusual gnarling of the upper branches (which, thougt
slight, is obvious) is, however, less likely to be attributable
to the same cau$e ; and it is hard to regard it as due to
any ca,use other than actual inheritance. That acquired
characters of the kind are not usually inherited is, of
course, well known; and if, in this case, t'his particular
character has been inherited, oue is driven to the conclusion that, in the course of the ma,ny generations through
which we may assume these ancient Wistman's Wood
trees to have gone, t'he character has become rnore or less
fixed and permanent.
I See onle, p. 306.
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It will have been gathered from the foregoing that
Wistman's \Vood is in no danger of disappearance, provided it is protected from destruction by accidental fires.
Such fires are usually a result of farmers firing the gorse
and heather to improve their pasturage. They often get
loose upon the moor and run, like prairie fires, for long
distances; but the existence of the rocky " clatter "
surrounding the wood suffrces, as a rule, to protect it, from
these. In July, 1886, however, its area, was reduced considerably by a fire, thought to have been started by a party
of excursionists boiling their kettle. Its smoke was seen
from Princetown by Mr. Barrington, Steward of the Duchy,
who, hurrying to the spot on horseback, was able, with help,
to extinguish it before very serious damage was done.
The moraine of tumbled rock masses forming the
'o clatter " serves also to protect the wood, naturally and
effectively, from injury due to the browsing of the moorland cattle, sheep, and ponie-r. These abound all round;
but it is hard to imagine them (or, indeed, any other
ungulate animals) crossing the " clatter " to browse on the
foliage of the trees, with the exception of the nimble goat ;
and of these creatures fortunately there are none in the
vicinity.l
The Duchy Authorities (to whom the wood belongs)
have always done their best to preserve and protect it
in every possible way. Nevertheless, however safe it
appears to be at present, its points of interest are so manl,
varied, and so unique, that I venture to suggest it ought

so

to be scheduled under the Ancient

Monuments Act or
placed under the protection of the National Trust. In
&ny case, it ought to be surrounded by a stout stone wall,
to protect it, frorn fulther risk of injury.
That such legendary lore should have grown up around
so strange a spot is natural enough. Old writers have
stated that the wood is mentioned in a Perambulation
made soon after the Conquest, but the Rev. Samuel Rowe
asserts (28, p. 176) that no such document exists. Again,
it has been stated that the wood was planted in the thirteenth century by a certain noble lady who owned it ;
but, for this also, there is (according to the same writer)
no authority. Moreover, the wood is clearly of natural
grov'th : not a plantation.
I IIr. Vendelmans informs me, horvever, that ho has more than onco
seen evidence

that ponies sucoeed occasionally in getting into the wood.
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Other, and still more fanciful, writers have regarded the
o'
wood (as noted already) as a sacred grove of the Druids."
According to local belief, too, it is inhabited by " pixies "
or " iittle peop1e." ft may be, but, I saw none and I can
find no definite record. The moderu scientific mind is apt
to overlook this species when investigating any local fauna.
AII residents in the district know the wood, as the headquarters of the " Black Huntsman " and his pack of
spectral " wish-hounc1s," whose cries may be heard on

dark nights as they hunt over the moor at unearthly
; but the same huntsman and pack may be heard

speecl

by night elsewhere at those seasons of the year when waders
and wild-fowl are migrating.
The wood has figured in the local stories of Mr. Eden
Philpotts.. Less romantic is the fact that on more than
one occasion a convict who has contrived to escape from

the great prison so close at hand has sought concealment
among the great rocks in the wood. Such miglrt very well
succeed for a time in escaping detection by warders alone,
but could hardly hope to escape cliscor-erv if tlacked by
means of hounds.
\1tho \{-istmarl n-as. if titl-oue. is irartl to sa1-. He rnay
have }reen anvbocl)'. from =orne pagar] deitl n'ho dwelt in
the l'ood to some escaped convict v'ho hid in it. Captain
S. P. Oliver has suggestecl (16, p. 7II) lhat " Wistman "
is probably a conuption of the Celtic uisg-moen-cucl,
meaning " the rocky wood by the water," and this view
has been accepted by Mr. 8,. N. Worth (31, p. 333). More
probable is the idea, held by Mr. Crossing (6, p. 23) and
others, that the name is a corruptiolt of lYelshman's trVood,
a narne which was actually in use a century ago, welshman,
having been anciently an epithet applied to a foreigner
or a stranger. In all probabiiity, however, the correct
name is W'istman's Wood, 'which was ncit only that used
by Risdon three centuries ago, but is the form in common
use to-day. There is an old Devon word " wish " or
" wisht," meaning anything supernatura,l, spookish, or
uncanny; and. the wood is spoken of locally as " a wisht,
old place." Mr. Warclen Page has suggested (23, p. 134)
that the wood gets its name from some ancient " wistm&n "
or " wisemlyl))-a sort of fakir, medicine-man, druid,
hermit, or other hoiy man-who lived in the grove; and
there can hardly be a doubt that in this he is correct.

TI]E
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fn past years much, mainly inaccurate, has been written
to l,Vistman's \Yood; it is perhaps an advantage that
it, has also been contradictory. The ot'herwoods have
none but a recent literature.
Although not neglected, the subject had found no
adequate place in recent, scientific publication, when Mr.
Miller Christy, in a communication to the Linnean Society,
challenged the silence of local botanists. The challenge
was accepted by our member, Mr. G. T. I{arris, in the last
volume of our Transactions. I had before me last year
the offer of a paper from Mr. Miller Christy, which, however, could not be completed in time for the meeting.
At his invitation I have now joined him in the present
communication; it should, I think, be regarded as a
symposium rather than a joint paper. If I may venture
to add Mr. Harris as in efiect an associa,ted worker, then
there will now be available the observations and conclusions of three independent witnesses, who are mutually
pledged to nothing, save an efiort toward accurate stat'eas

ment of fact.
In all observations, and in the collection of all data,
the personal equation of the observer is an hindrance to
precision. Qenrplete honesty of purpose will not, for
instance, prevent a leaning toward selected. trees of either
a greater or a less height or girth than would make them
fair representatives of the whole number. Against this the
only safeguard in statistical evidence ; which I, as having
the best, opportunity, have undertaken. It is possible for
me to visit either of the woods, spend. several hours therein,
and return within the day.
In each wood. I have selected an area of 100 feet by
65 feet (6500 square feet), and have counted the trees,
measuring the girth and height of each. It remains that
my selectior ma,y not have been fairly and fully representative. This others may judge ; at Wistmarr's \Vood
I took the south-east corner of the South lYood, an are&
where the speciai characteristics of the oaks are well
developed; at Piles Wood I took the north-east corner
of the main wood, where the trees attain their best growth;
and at Black Tor Copse I selected the north part, as
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containing the largest trees. Hereafter I shall refer to
these areas as 'o the selected areas."
The statistics have been tabulated below. The foilowing
are the general results. The numbers of oaks in the
selected areas are respectively: W'istntan's Wood', 26;
Piles Wood,, 45; Bl,aclc Tor Copse, 65; practically an
arithmetic progression with a common difterence of 20.
Tn Wistman's Wood, the mean girth of these trees is
49 in., the least girth is 23 in. and the greatest 99 in.
(It is to be noted that, where a tree grows coppice
fas\ion, with two or more trunks from one root, and no
main trunk, then the girth of the largest of the sister
trunks is taken as that of the tree.) Piotted as a curve,
the girths as abscissae and the number of trees of each
girth as ordinates, the curve for Wistman's Wood presents
no true maximum, but about 84f per cent of the total
number of trees have girths ranging between 23 in. and 64
in., and the distribution over that range is remarkably
uniform. Outside the selectecl area the largest girth noted
was 106 in.
The mean height of the trees in the selected area of
W'istman's Woocl, is 14 ft. i in. ; the least being 9 ft. and
the greatest 20 ft. The curve shows a maximum at 16,ft.
and a lesser peak at 11 ft., but Irom 11 to 18 ft. is the range
within which 81 per cent of the trees fall, and 42 per cent
are accounted for by the heights of 15 ft. and 16 ft., taken
together. Outside the selected area the greatest height
noted was 26 ft. 6 in.
In Piles Wood,, in the selected area, the mean girth of
the trees is 25 in., the least girth is 12 in. aud the greatest
64 in. The curve of girths shows a marked maximum
between 19 in. and 24 in., 42 per cent of the total number
falling within these limits. The greatest girth measured
outside the selected area was 67 in., but larger trees
probably occur. The mean height is 26 ft. I in., the least
being 16 ft., and the greatest 38 ft. The curve of heights
shows a marked maximum at 24 f1.,23 per cent of the
whole number having this height. Outside the selected
area the tallest trees stood 44ft. 6 ir..
Within the selected area at, Blaclc Tor Copse the ttees,
excluding fivo seedlings or saplings, have a mean girth
of. 27 in., the greatest being 46 in. The curve shows a
marked maximum between 25 in. and 30 in., 45 per cent
of the trees having girths between these limits. The
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greatest girth measured outside the selected area was
50 in., but there may be larger trees.
The mean height (again excluding the saplings) is
25fb.6 in. The curve of heights shows a ma,rked ma,ximum
at 24 fl., 25 tt.,48 per cent of the total number of trees
failing within these limits. I{o greater height than 32 ft',
the maximum within the selected area, was anywhere
found.

Table of girths and heights of every oak (except seedlings) within areas 100 ft. by 65 ft. in Wistman's
Wood, Piles \Yood, and Black Tor Copse, respectively.
I[rrcsr.
Grnrr.

IIIilI

1'0"
L, 6,,
L'7"lo2'O"
2'Loto2'6"
2'7'to3'O"
3'l'to}'6'
3'7'to4'0"
4'l'to4'6"
4'7"!,o5'0d
6'L" to 5' 6"
5' 7' to 6' Oo
6'7" to 6' 6'
6'7"tol'O"

Number of Trees.

Under

lt ot lo

7'loto1,6il

1',7" to 8',0"

8'lt'to8'6"

3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
I
I
I

I

12
19
5
2
3
2
-I

5
8

14
27
5
4
2

I

-_
-

IIIilI

7',0'
9'0"
r0'0"
tt'o"

Under

t2'0"
l3'0"

L4'0"
t,'o'
16'00
17'o' ,
r8'0" .
Lg'o'
20'0'
2l'0' ,
22',0',
23',0',
24',O',
25',0',
26',O',
2j',O',
2g'0'
29',0',
30',o' ,
31',0" .
\z',O',
33',0',
34',O',
35',O',
36',O',

Average 49

37'O',
38'0"

Inches

25

.

27

Number of Trees.

I
2

5

-

5

1

5

6
4

1
1

1

-

1
I
1
I
2 *
3
I
5
4
10 14
3 15
3
5
5
3
|
2
5
2
4
I
2
2
t
2
2 -

t
I

-

L4',7' 26',l' 25',6"

I. WrsmuN's Wooo, 26 t'rees, distance apart 13' 6".
II. Prr,ps Wooo, 45 trees, distant apart I0' 6".
III. Br,.lcr Ton Copsn, 65 trees, dist'anee apart 8' 9".

The " distance apatt " given above is a mean, arrived
at in the following marlner. Assume the ground dlvided
into squares by two sets of equidistant parallel lines,
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chess-board fashion. Then if the trees were rearranged
so that one tree stood in the centre of each square, the
sides of such squares would have the following approximate lengths : at Wistman's \Yood, 13 ft. 6 in. ; at Piles
Wood, 10 ft. 6 in. ; and at Black Tor Copse, 8 ft. 9 in'
The following notes may here be added, although this
involves some repetition. In each wood specific trees
have been measured either by Mr. Harris, Mr. Miller
Christy, or myself ; in my own measurements I was
guided by some special feature to the selection of the
particular tree.
W'istm,an's Wood,. Mr. Harris ascertained girths of 72,
75,77,78, 60, 93, 60, 72,82,7r,72,77,64, and 102 inches.
Mr. ltiller Christy obtained measurements chiefly between
40 and 60 inches, with one of 78 inches. Neither of these
observers measured any trees for their height, except
a few saplings.
The higheit tree known to me in Wistman's Wood. has
a height of 26 ft. 6 in., ancl a girth of 41 in. The tree,
which I believe to have the stoutest trunk, girths 106 in',
is 21 ft. in height, and has a laclial spread of 26 ft.
A good exanple of the cleformecl trees. I do not say the
most deformecl of all. for tliat s-ould be difficult to deter'
mine. has a girth of 4l in.. its height is 7 ft. 3 in., and its
radial spread, rvholly before the wind, is 19 ft. (n).1 On
the other hand, the oak, cluite certainly the most symmetrical, is young, its height, is L4 ft. and its girth
16 in. (c).
Other measurements were: Girth, 69 in. ; height, l0 ft. ;
radial spread, 19 ft. Girth, 58 in.; height, f I ft.; radial
s;pread, 2l ft. Girth, 20 in. ; height, 12tt'.; radialspread,
down the dominant, wind, I0 ft., against the wind, 3 ft.
Girth, 39 in. ; height, 13 ft.
Piles Wood,. Here I have orrly my own me&surements.
The highest trees grow coppice fashion, ma,ny trunks from
one root ; thgy are situate in a little valley running up
from near the iiver level; and, having the advantage of
start'ing from lower ground than their neighbours, while
reaching the same general level of the upper surface, of
the canbpy of the wood, &re necessarily taller than less
favoured trees. I found one such tree having five trunks
(possibly seven). The girths are 3l in7., 25, 24, 21, and
24 in. ; the height is 44 ft. 6 in.
r Certain t'rees &re identified in this paper by referonco lettors.
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An isolated tree, at the north-east, corner of the wood,
anywhere under normal
conditions ; its girth is 49 in., and its height 28 ft., its
trunk is somewhat over 7 ft. to the first branch. Hard
by is another type, the girth 67 in., but the trunk rises
little more than a foot from the ground and then branches
into four, the largest branch having a girth of 36 in. The
height is 29 ft. and the radial spread 20 ft. 4 in. A young
oak, nea,r the river, well grown and symmetrical, rneasures,
girth 19 in., height 17 ft. 6 in.
The procumbent t5rpe, so frequent in W,istman's Wood,, is
very rare in Piles Wood except in the outliers to the
east, of the main wood Here an excellent specimen
of the single trunk procumbent has a girth of 34 in., a
height of tZ ft. 6 in., and a radial spread of 19 ft. 6 in.
The many-trunked tvpe. with no visible main trunk, is
also represented. one tree has three trunks, 34 in., Zlls in.,
and22\ in. in girth respectireiy: its height is l1 ft. 6 in.
Some young isolated trees show the procumbent trunk in
its origin, one such girths 8] inches, is 4 ft. 8 in. in height,
and trails away down wind for a length considerably
greater than its height.
At Piles Wood, a new feature appea,rs, shrub oaks coyering continuous areas and reaching no grea,ter height than
8 ft. fsohted, or in twos and threes, such oaks occur at
W'istmo,n's Wood,, but here they form little thickets on the
high ground above and eastward from the main wood.
The girths are always small, and the plants are rather

is of a type that might grow

shrubs than trees.
Black ?or Beare or Copse. Mr. Harris gives the following
details : girths 26,21,21 ,35,26, 40,20,19,29, 33, 21 in.
Another tree is mentioned having a girth of 26 in. Twentyfive feet is given as the probable height of sorne trees, and
7 ft. as the height of a tree at the eastern end of the copse,
which has decumbent branches. Small scrub oaks of
18 in. in height are also mentioned.

My own notes include the following: A tree having a
girth of 49 in. with a comparatively long straight trunk,

the height of this tree I have not yet measured. Another
tree having a trunk of only some 2 to 3 ft. in height, the
girth 44 in. and the height 16 ft. 6 in. Yet another, having
but little over a foot of trunk, its girth 50 in., and its height
2l ft. 6 in. These three are in the north part of the wood,
where also is a sapling of girth 4 in., and height 4 ft. 5 in.
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By the river are some detached oaks, one, free standing,
girths 12 in. and is 5 ft. high. Others hug boulders as
creepers might, as tightly pressed to the rock surface as
ivy; one such girths 16 in., climbs a rock 4 ft. 6 in. in
height, sprawls over its upper surface, and rises 4 ft. 6 in.
above it.
. In the south parts of the wood, as to which I shall write
Iater,T measured two straight-stemmed trees, l7 in. girth
by 15 ft. 6 in. height ; and 18 in. girth by 16 ft. height ;
also shrubs from l0 ft. to 8 ft. in height, and 14 in. to 3] in.
in girth ; I noted scrub oaks of about 18 in. in height.
An isolated tree at the south (or eastern) end of the
wood (v) is probably that referred to by Mr. Harris. It
has no true trunk, but three main branches spring from
one root, and girth 24, 28, and 37 in. respectively, tho
height is 7 ft. 4 in., and the greatest radial spread is 20 ft.
The actual diameter of the canopy is, however, less than
double this, being 33 ft, and, on plan, the canopy covers
a wellnigh perfect circle.

I have placed these comparative ilata here because I
believe it important to present them to a single view,
rather than scattered over rlanv pages. Since they
include details of importance to the fufiher discussion of
the features of these woods, I shall not hesitate to repeat
them when occasion needs.
IV.

WrsmraN's lYoop.

I venture a few notes on this wood, additional to the
full treatment which Mr. Miller Christy has accord"ed. to it.
The evidence is essential to the argument which I have to
present.

In common with Mr. I{arris, f have been much impressed
bv the importance of certain features of trees in the north
wood. One oak which is at the south-east corner of the
north wood, is situate on the highest ground of all, at an
elevation of 1390 ft. above Ordnance datum. It has
three sister branches (I do not call them " trunks " fot
re&sons which will appear later). AI three branches are,
in their lower parts, at least one half stripped of bark.
Two have slight vitality left, yet one of these has thrown
out a branch s,hich. in 1921, made shoots 2[ in. in ]ength.
Two of the branches to which I refer unite in a " trunk "
before joining the root ; this " trunk " girths 69 in., and
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the branches 4l in. and 30 in. respectively. The height
10 ft., and the radial spread is l9 ft., all before the prevailing wind (X'ig. 5).
A ]ittle distance down the hill is situate a more remarkable oak (n), which springs erect from the ground to a
height of a little over a foot, then leans toward the wind,
but before it has reached 5 ft. in height has turned away
from the wind and become horizontal ; at this point it
divides into two branches, u'hich dip at an angle of 34
degrees with the horizontal. then slightly recover, but the
secondary branches from n-hich rest upon the ground.
The girth, near the ground, is 4I iu., and on either side
of the trunk the t-ood is bare of bark for 6 in. in width,
and is decaving. Yet froru a branch on this deformed and
is

decaying tree there springs a secondar;', of vigorous, growth.
In 1920 this lrore shoots of 5] in. in length, and in 1921
it made siroots 8? in. h leugth. The same tree shows in

some parts ver-r- restricted growth, sa)- I in. in the year.
The radial spread of this oak Lq 19 ft.. all an-ay from the
wind, the height of its topmost twig is 7 ft. 3 in. above tlie

trunk (X'ig. 7).
Both the oaks above described bore acorns in 1921, and
this year also, and both belong to the species, or variety,

base of the

Qu er cus p ed,u,nculata.

As indicators of the direction of the most crippling wind
the oaks in this nort'h wood are almost unanimous in their
evidence, differing only 12 degrees as to its direction, the
mean trend pointing to the W.N.W. as the most destructive
quarter.
The older trees present evidence of frustrated effort to
send out branches against the wind, the younger tree.r
accomplish some temporary success. Thus one which I
measured girths 20 in., its trunk rises 2 ft. 6 in. to the first
branch, the total height of the tree is LZ ft'., its radial
spread before the n-ind is 10 ft., and against the wind it is
rft. X'rom my observations it is only a question of time
when the growth against the wind will be suppressed ; the
height materially reduced ; and the branch, w-hich spriugs
at a height of. 2 ft. 6 in. may, if it survives, take ou the
duty of the trunk. I give the qualification as to its survival,
since a branch, the girth of which is 9 in., has been split in
halves, both halves being as yet living.
On this evidence I most, cordially agree with Mr. Harris
as to the efiective wind pruning to which these oaks are
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liable. But I would also point to the extraordinary
recuperative power shown by aged and clecayed trees.
As to decay, this is rather marked throughout the wholo
of Wistman's Wood; in my selected area eleven oaks out
of twenty-six showed clear signs of its ravages.
Turning to the other end of the scale, it has been suggested that the soil conditions, and the difficulty as to the
supply of water, whether arising from drought, undue
transpiration, or sourness of the soil, in themselves prevent
normal growbh and partly induce the unusual habit of the
trees. I think the recnperative power of the old trunks
negatives this suggestion, but we have further evidence
against it. In contrast with the abnormalities which I
have described, there must be set, instances of normal
and well-proportioned growth. Probably the most striking
of these is a young oak in the Mid.dle Wood (c). This has
a girth of t6 in. and a height of 14 ft. So straight is the
trunk that from the topmost, twig a line drawn to the centre
of the base for two-thirds of the height lies within the
thickness of the trunk, and nowhere falls more t'lr.an 2 in.
outside the trunk. The tree is in no rvay especiallv favoured
as to soil ; some of the most contorted of the oaks are its
immediate neighbours ; it Ls on the lee side of these and
thus had some shelter in its youth ; it now overtops them.
l\ferely it is not old enough to have gathered fu]l experience
of the trials which await it ; granted time and I have
little doubt the wind will work its will with this tree also.
Such an example proves that there is nothing in the stock,
no inherited. tendency, nor anything in the soil or climate
(i{ we except the devastating wind and occasional unusually serrere frost) which produces abnormal forms of
growth (Fig. 6).
At first I had written that lhad no doubt as to the future
efiect of the wind upon this young oak. I have since
substituted the word.s l'ittle d,oubt, and" this in view of the
next example, also to be found in the Middle trYood. A
tree having a girth of 4l in., and a height, of.26 ft. 6 in. The
trunk springs straight and erect for the first 10 ft. ; then it
parts into branches which all have a strong upward
tendency. It, is true that the trunk has some branches
at a lower level also (the lowest at 3 ft. from the ground),
but, so has the young oak, and in each these rise iu
a normal manrler. There is a curious feature in this
tree; side by side with the upright trunk, and appar-
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ently from the same root, is a smaller trunk, the girth of
which is 33 in., and this is procumbent.
Here then is the tallest tree observed in the wood,
preserving in respectable age the qualities which mark the
vigorous youth of its neighbour. A companion selected
for comparison, has two trunks or branches from one root,
both so badly decayed that little more than half the
circumference of either is left, the present girths are 39 in.
and 3l in. ; they rise but a short distance from the ground,
and then branch away almost horizontally; the total
height to the topmost twig is 13 ft. Another tree forms
a bbw, rising from the ground and again entering it like
a pegged-d.owr] 1'ose shoot, and, like it, having a close
growth
of twigs and shoots from its upper surface.
- The north
part oL ll'istmnn's lYood, presents a very good
example of a phenomenon n-hich I have named " the
bould,er break." A place n-here the boulders are of such
a size, and so deeply piled the one upon the other, that
never through the ages has suffi.cient humus gathered to
fill the interstices and present a surface upon which vegetationcould seize. Thereis grorn'bh of whortleberry and wood
rush on the larger boulders, but between them cavities
only. Such spaces aro necessarily breaks in the wood,
devoid of trees. Throughout the wood these conditions
occur sporadically, and they account for the greater
distance apart of the trees iL W'istmq,n's Wooil, as compared
wil|h Pi,les Wood or Blaclc Tor Copse. Trees further apart
receive Iess mutual shelter, and hence there are more
deformed trees in Wistman's Wood, ; but deformity is not
absent, from either of the other woods, in which thore are
similar and even larger boulder breaks, but where the con'
dition is not so unilormly present.
I would. add that I have seen no oak of the sossile variety
(Quercus sessiliflora) in Wistman's Wood, and that the
climbing Corydalis (C. claaiculata) is plentiful in places
and should be added to the flora given by Mr. Harris.
Kingston and Jones name this locality. I found a few
small hollies, one in the selected area, where also wero
three mountain ash trees. The " coral moss " (Clad,onia
cocc'ifera Willd.) gror!s upon some of the oaks.

V. Pu,ns Woon.
Pil,es Wood, lies on the Erme, in enclosed land, a mile
and a half above Harford Bridge. Situate on the east
voL. LIY.
x
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bank of the river, on a slope facing u'est, it has sheltering
it the steep slope of Sharp Tor, rising 300 ft. above the
highest ground of the main wood. Facing it, on the west,
is the even steeper Staldon, of similar height.
From north to sout'h the wood is some 530 yards in
length ; its width varies betv'een 150 yds. and 83 yds. At
its north end it extends almost to the river bank, elsewhere
a strip of rough pasture or mead.ow, from 30 to 70 yds. in
width, lies between the wood and the river ; on the bank
of which there are, however, a number of trees. This
meadow is very gently sloping grouid, but the hill-side in
the wood itself has, for the most part, a gradient of about
t in 3{.
The ground within the copse is thickly strewn with
boulders ; there is certainly more granite than soil on the
surface. At places boulder breaks occur; one of these
deeply indents the western margin of the wood, the others
are relatively small and the canopy of the trees is almost
cont,inuous above them.
The area of the wood, as shown upon the Ordnance
Survey, is 13] acres. There are outliers ou the higher
ground to the east, rrhich the Ordnauce Survey does not
indicate. The highest ground in the main wood is 1040 ft.
above Ordnance datum. the lowest point is at an elevation
of 86ft ft., or thereabout. The highest outlier stands at
about 1080 ft.
A notable feature of the wood is the very regular
surface of the canopy as a whole, unbroken by any of the
trees, the upper surface of which is indeed more regular
than that of the ground in which they grow. The existence
of one little valley is thus hidden ; the trees within it rise
to the same general level as their neighbours, and the
valley becomes the nursery of the tallest trees, which
attain a height of 44 ft. 6 in.
Taken as a whole the growth is much ne&rer the normal
than in Wistman's Wood,. As against a mean hoight in the
latter of L+ fi. 7 in., there is here 26 ft . I in. ; and, compared
rvith a greatest height at' Wistman's Woad, of 26 ft. 6 in.,
at, Piles Wood, some trees reach 44 ft. 6 in' But to some
extent, this arises from the fact that, in the main wood at
Piles lhe trees spend their energy largely in upward growth,
at Wistman,'s Wood largeiy in horizontal, ot even decumbent, spread. A tree at Wistman's Wooil may have a
total height of 7 ft. 3 in., but what serves it as trunk and
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the topmost twigs of that trunk may rise, perhaps, 4 ft.
in an approximation to the vertical and extend 18 or 1g ft.
horizontally; straighten the tree out and place it erect
and it would stand some 22 or 23 ft,. I have checked this
by an actual example, and it somewhat understates the
facts.

At Pi,les the trees are closer set than at Wistman's Wood,,
in the proportion of ttO sq. ft. to each tree in tho former
to 182 sq. ft. in the latter ; in my note on Wistman's Wood
I have suggested the relative distributions of soil and
boulders as the reason. This is in accord with my observation of the local variations in this respect within Piles Wood,
itself.
fn patches of very rough, bouldery ground to the east
of the main wood there are outliers ; here the growth is
strictly comparable n'ith that prevalent at Wistman's
Wood,. the same restricted vertical and d.ominant horizontal
extension prevail, the same relatively large area is allotted
to each tree.
Between these outliers and the main wood are patches
of oak shrubs, close set, tangled, and no more than 8 ft.
in height ; boulders standing much above the surface are
rare in these shrubberies.
At' about the same level there are certain small trees in
the open, which obviousiy live a very hard life. These are
of great interest as exhibiting the natwe of the education
which has trained the procumbent trees in their life habit.
The plants are small. two which I measured were 8 in. and
8] in. in girth. and 5 ft. and 4 ft. 8 in. in height respectively ;
each had a radial spread greater than its height. That
the trees are young is undoubted, but that tree, the girth
of which was 8* in. and the height 4 ft. 8 in., was crowded
with flowers this spring. I judge this to involve that its
Ieast age is tv-enty-four ye&rs, since at or about that age
Mr. J. S. Amer;'s -.eedling from Wistman's Wooil (t) first
flov'ered (in, it must be noted, a much more favourable
situation). If my surmise as to its minimum age is correct,
then the stem of this tree (trunk is too great a name)
would show about eighteen annual rings to the inch. Much
more important, because demonstrablo, is the manner in
which these trees have attained their present procumbent
form ; this has not been by any bending of the trunk. At
a very early stage the leacting, upward, shoot was suppressed, its place was taken by a side shoot, still upward
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in direction. This, at less than 18 in. from the ground,
was also suppressed, its place also being taken by a
side shoot of upward direction. At less thar. 2 ft. 6 in.
from the ground the last-named shoot suffered the same
fate; this time none but an approximately horizontal
growth was allowed to retain liIe. The history of subsequont mutilations has been the same, growth upward is
inhibited, growth against the wind may not survive, only
horizontal or decumbent growbh before the wind. is
possible (X'ig. 8).
In older trees all trace of the suppressed efiort"s toward
upward extension is of necessity lost, except in rare
instances ; but, in fact, the apparent trunks of these pro-

cumbent trees are really branches, borne by a trunk
which rarely rises more than a very few feet from the

ground.
W,istman's Wooil, is a specialist in deformitf, excopt for
a few striking instances of strictly normal growth. Piles
Wooil, with its more varied conditions, is far more informative. Pdles Wood, has its own examples of normal
growth. There is the young tree near the river, girth 19 in.,
height l7 fb. 6 in., whose trurk from the topmost twig
to the centre of the base does not devirate foom the straight
line by more than six inches. Thero is the much older
tree at the N.E. angle of tbe main wood, whose girth is
49 in. and height 28 ft., while others can easily be found.
It has its procumbent trees in the outliers ; one, for instance,
with girth 34 in., height 12 ft,. 6 in., and radial spread
19 ft. 6 in ; and the two small plants described above. It
has its shrubby oaks, and all these can be studied and
compared in the surroundings which have imposed upon
them their peculiar form.
Decay is not as marked at Pi'les Wood, as at' Wistmnn's
Wood,. In both selected areas there are the same number,
ll, of decayed trees, but in the former this is 24 per cent
of the total, and in the latter it is 42 per cent.
In the selected area at Pi,les Wooil there are, in addition,
8 oaks which are quite dead. A dead trunk here has some
chance of standing awhile.
In Piles WooilT saw no oak of the sessile-flowered species,
all which I noted belonged to Quercus ped,unculatn.
I feel certain, although I can produce no proof, that
Pil,es Wood, has been felled, in part at least. It is situate
where the trees could be removed-not easily it is true !
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and probably it has been resorted to for timber and firewood, but this must have been very ma,ny years ago.

Vr. Br,ecr Tons Bnenn.

I have adopted the old name, which was in use at least
as late as the early part of the seventeenth century.
" Beare," as meaning a wood or copse, is frequent in place
names around Dartmoor. (It may even be ventured that
'o Beardown," opposite W'istman's Wood,, takes its name
from the proximity of the latter.)
This wood is situate on the Ieft bank of the West Ockment, on a slope which faces the south-west. It occupies
the lower part of the hill-side and trespasses upon tho
relatively level ground by the river. The lowest, point of
the wood is 1200 ft. above Ordnance datum, the highest
part is at an elevation of 1530 ft., and the ridge of the
Black Tors, as far as it is an eftective shelter, rises to about
1650 ft. at its highest. The other side of the valley is
formed by the slope on which are the " Slipper Stones."
These are bare, smooth surfaces of granite, coincident in
their dip and strike with the general slope of the hill-side.
Some of these surfaces extend at least 60 ft. up the hill,
the average dip is about 30 degrees, or approximately
I in 1.7. Smooth bnd regular, and standing at so steep
an angle, it is no wonder that these rock faces should havs
been called " slipper," as the true Devonshire equivalent
for " slippery." It is rather surprising that Crossing
should, by implication, suggest the name to have been
derived from a block wearing " the form of a huge slipper."
Be this as it may, the hill of which they form a part is
steep and high and affords shelter to the wood opposite
to it.

The length of the wood from N.W. to S.E. is about
1000 yds., its width varies from under 50 yds. to over
100 yds. The Ordnance Survey shows it as a long, irregular

strip, touching the river at two points, but elsewhere ab a
varying distance from the bank, averaging about 50 yds.;
its area l4f acres. This last is too large, the southeastern part, in place of being continuous woodland, as
shown in the Survey, is much interrupted by boulder
breaks; l0 to Il acres would probably be nearer the
truth.
According to Crossing (7, p. f96) there is documentary
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lhat Bl,ack Tor Beare once occupied a larger area.
He says that " it probably extended from the Island of
Rocks into the forest " of Dartmoor. There is no evidence,
known to myself, which point's to any former extension
toward the Island of Rocks, but at a Court of Survey,
holden at Okehampton on the l5th August, 1608, the
jurors made the following presentment (8, p. 55) :
" Item further also they do present that William
Chastie (by his owne confessyon) kild a stagge with a
pece or gun nere a month since about Blacktorrebeare
(which is part in the forest of Dartmoor and part, in venvill)
and that he did it for Sir Thomas Wy* .
and delivered
the same to the said Sir Thomas at his house at Sidnham,
at which tyme he told him that he had kild the same dere
in the fforest."
The statement, if made, that Blacktorrebeare lay part
in the forest would involve, if accurate, a former considerable south-easterly extension, the present forest, boundary
being more than half a mile distant, at Sandy X'ord ; and the
same jury had found. (8, p. 54) the boundary to run " unto
Steinegtor and from thence lin5rs,]li" to Langaford, alias
Sandyford, and so from thence linyallie to the ford rrhich
lyeth in t'he east srde of the chapple of Halstoche,"
essentially the line now recogni,red as the limit of the forest.
Notv-ithstanding which, saving the possibility of a,n
occasional tree on the river bank, I find it impossible to
believe that there was any material extension beyond" the
present south-eastern limit of the wood, the exposure is
prohibitive. On the other hand, the name of Black Tor
Beare may have attached to an area larger than the
copse itself ; the phrase used is " about Black Torrebea,re,"
and " about " the copse may well be a description which
would extend to cover land as far as t'he forest.
This is not the only reference to Black Tor Beare being
within the forest. At the manor and forest court of
Lydford north, held 21st September, 1587, the jury upon
their oaths presented (8, p. 139) that a certain William
Bowden had cut certain oik. irr " Blacktors Bbare infra
Foresf pd," and it was ordered that he be summoned to
answer at the next court. He duly obeyed the summons
and was fined three pence. But one must be careful not to
accept the literal rendering of " X'orest " in these presentments. The word. was loosely used, as such instances as
the following will show. It was presented that a certain

evidence
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wall between the lands of Richard Ellacot, called Sov'bherley, and the X'orest of Dartmoor, and a certain gate called
Sowtherley gate were ruinous and fallen; and, at another
court, that a hedge oI John Ryetche between a tenement
of the said John called Sowtherley and the lands of Dartmoor of our Lady the Queen rvas ruinous. Now no part of
Southerly adjoins the forest, and it is evident that in the
first instance the words " Forest of Dartmoor " are loosoly
used, where " solil Dfi,e Rfi,e d,e Dartmore " was correctly
written in the latt'er ; and, even more corectly, at times
the term was " soli Dfi,e R'," iufrta Foresi." We need not
accept the entry as evidence of any larger copse than that
at present existing.
But it is evidence that, notwithstanding the great,
difficulty of removing timber, trees were cut, probably for
firewood, and equally probably the wood was removed by
pack-horses. In addition to unauthorised wood-cutters
there were those who acquired their timber in a more
regular fashion. There is in existence a document, without
date, but early seventeenth century, entitled " Review of
Woods," which contains the following entry (8, p. 59) :
" n'orest of Dartmoor and of 44rfor the price of 2* of wood
growing within the Chase of Dartmoor so sold to Bartholomew Gidley. And of 40. for 8& underwood growing within
the Forest of Dartmoor in a certain place there called
Black Tores Beare." The tv'o acres sold at f,44 must
evidently have comprised n'ell-grown timber, and were
certainly not within the boundary of the true forest ; they
would probably have been either in the parish of Gidleigh,
or of Chagtord. The relative value of 8 acres at Black Tor,
5 shillings an acre as compa,red with 22 pounds, gives a
very fair indication that, then as now, little real timber
grew there. It seems probable that 8 acres w&s the computed total area of the copse at Black Tor at that time, if
so it was certainly no larger than at present. It will be
noted that it is described as underwood.
This gives us a date, at or about 1618-20, when the
copse was probably cut, and hence few of the present trees
could be more than 300 years old.
There follows a long gap in the available written record ;
then, on the 27th IIay, 1830, we find Miss Dixon viewing
the wood. This lady, the authoress of certain poems
entitled " Castalian Hours," was active in body as in
mind; the opening words of her Journal (L?, p. 3) are
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" Wednesday, May tgth, 1830, left Princetown at half-past
four o'clock-a pleasant mild morning ; the larks soaring
up and srnging at, every step." It may be added lhat' at
nine o'clock she breakfasted at Tavistock. She concludes
tho day's notes, " Oul direction was now taken through
several pleasant fields and shad.y lanes towards llorsa
Bridge, over the Tamar, about three miles distant, where
we terminated the day's excursion, having travelled, from
the time of our leaving the Prisons, twenty-five or thirty
miles, and continued walking, with slight interruption,
during a period of fifteen hours."
On Thursday, May 27th, she visited Black Tor. She
had no adventures, apart from the fact that 'o the clouds
suddenly collapsed " (a rather frequent incid.ent on and
about Yes Tor). Her description of the copse and its
neighbourhood is worth quoting. She writes (12, pp. 2930)-: " Tho ground from Eastor fYestor] to Blackator is
a peat bog, whence most probably the name of thls latter
hill. The doscent of the river is very steep, and entirely
oovored with blocks of stone, similar to those which strew
the sides of Eastor. Among these stones, and growing in
their vory crevices, a,re many mountain ashes or rowan
trees, some old and moss grown. All along the side of the
hill overlooking the course of the West Ockment, is a
growth of dwarf oak, mostly quite young, and now appearing in the red. leaf common to such bushes. This p1ace,
which is known by the name of Blackator Copse, bears
the strongest resemblanco to Wistman's Wood, near
Two-bridges, in every particular, except that tho trees
are of much more recent date than those in tho valley of
the Dart, the antiquity of which gives rise to so many
varying conjectures. Blackator Copso is certainly, a
remarliable place, and well deserving a visit from the
oxplorers of the moorland districts, both on account of the
singular disposition of the bushes and treos, which exte-nd
over a space of, perhaps, upwards of ten acres; and also
for the sake of several grand views on the West Ockment,
especially where it contracts its course between the descent
of-two craggy hills, and rushes among the stones below
with great violence."
Miss Dixon's estimate of the area is interesting. We
now have (a) my own estimate, it L922, of 10 to 1I acres ;
(b) Miss Dixon's figure, 92 years ago, of l0 acres ; (c) tho
Eale, in or about 1620, say 300 years ago, the area being set
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at 8 acres. The probability is that, for the past three centuries, the area has been practically constant. In connection
with this constancy it is curious how clearly defined is the
boundar5r of the wood, more especially along its higher side.

Samuel Rowe, in his
ali reference to Black
Tor Copse. He writes (28, p. 242) : " The scenery on the
West Ockment, in the deep glen at the foot of Black Tor,
is grand and impressive, but will not long detain us from
tracing the course of the river onwards."
The lowest and best-sheltered ground in Bl,aclc Tor Beare
lies at the north-west end. Here, in my selected area, &re
trees up to 32 ft. rn height and 46 in. in girth. Here, if
anywhere, the wood was cut in or about 1620 ; the ground
is very boulder5', but is the easiest of access in the whole
copse. ff we take this largest tree as being 300 years old,
its diameter is very nearlv 15 in., its radius 7$ in., and
there shoulcl be 40 annual rings to the inch. Buller's tree
at Wistman's Wood, had a radius of trunk of 4] in., and
there were 163 annual rings, which gives 36 rings to the
inch. Remembering that the earlier rings are frequently
obscured, this is further evidence in favour of the possibility
of 40 years to each inch of radius of trunk.
Orrthe ayerage, each tree occupies an area of 76-| sq. ft.
Even at this north-western end, as the growth climbs the
hill-side, its form changes, and the oaks degenerato to mere
bushes of 7 or 8 ft. in height (Fig. 12). Such bushes form
the higher margin of the copse throughout its length.
Toward the south-eastern end they form the greater part
of the whole growth, standing but 4 or 5 ft. apart, and having girths up to about 15 in. None the 1ess, where the wood
is at its widest, and also on some of the lower slopes, Iarger
trees occur, even in the south-eastern part. These are from
7 to 8 ft. apart, some are as high as 16 ft. and girth 18 in. ;
such trees are frequentiy of symmetrical growth.
Near the south-eastern extreme the mountain ash
becomes a prominent member of the tree community. I
believe t'hat,, even at the centre of length of the wood, a
mountain ash there growing is one of the largest trees in
the wood, but I have not yet measured it. This species is
much hardier than the oak, and outlying specimens are
to be found at least 1590 ft. above Ordnance datum. As
to the oaks, their relative size clearly depends upon the
exposure, until we take the next downward step, from the

It is strange that the Rev.

Perambulation of Dartmoor, omits
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bushes 8 ft. in height to scrub oaks 18 in. high. Above the
main wood at the south-east is a belt of such scrub oaks,
extending about 20 ft. from the N,ood, the little plants
being from 4 to 5 ft. apart. They are actually sheltered

by the adjacent copse, and hence no question of exposure
can be entertained; the nearest to the main wood are on
ground but a foot or two above it, so that elevation is not
the cause of their dwarf growth. I have assured myself
that they are kept down by grazing animals. If this be
so, the question at once arises how the main wood itself
has ever reached this point. I think the answer is clear.
there is here an abrupt change in both the surface of the
soil and the fali of the ground. Within the wood boulders
are very numerous and form much of the surface ; without
the wood. bould.ers are either absent or more widely apart.
\Yithin the wood the ground slopes 10 ft. down in 17 ft.
horizontal; without the wood it slopes at a little more
than half this angle. The change in this latter respect
is not quite so marked at all points ; indeed, where the
scrub oaks are best deveioped the change in gradient is
not great. f conclude that, although the cattle sometimes
enter the u-oocl for shelter, there n-as nothing to tempt,
them there before the trees grew. This steep and bouldery
hill-side v'as not everrrshere and as a whole impassable to
animals, it was merely devoid of grazing and hence free
from their attentions. Where the change to soil without
boulders (or with less boulders) coincides with the change to
a flatter gradient, there sheep and cattle constantly feed,
and even the scrub oaks get little chance. Where the
change takes place without a marked alteration of
gradient, there, on the steep slope, the animals feed iess
frequently and the scrub oaks can just maintain themselves.
It, rnust also be remembered that the leaf mould from the
trees has levelled up the ground between the boulders,
so t'hat it is norv much less rougb within the woocl than
when the trees first established themselves. The scrub
oaks are also hampered by the entry of disease into
the plants, through the surfaces broken by the animals.
Alone of all the trees in the wood the little oaks, so
suppressed, produce abnormally small leaves. An occasional shoot is normal in leaf area, but the general matted
grorrth is very difierent ; although it may be matched
in much-trimmed hedgerows in lower ground, the trimming at Black Tor being done by grazing animals.
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. I -take two twigs as fair examples ; on the one the first
six leaves from the apex aggregited sZ.O s![. cm. in area,
the largest^leaf having an area of l3.l sq. cm. ; on the
other the first six leaves Jrom the ape, aggregated 60.2
sg:."T., the largssl leaf b_eing I6.a sq. cm. I coropare
with them a shoot frorn a bush oak at Black Tor. ha'ving
the least leaf area which l rneasurecl in any of the ,, trushes.i
the combined area of six leaves waj tze.zs sq. cm.,
the largest leaf was 38.0 sq. cm. The length
"t tfr"
internodes of the scrub oak was not as markedi-y deficient,
the length above the seyenth leaf on one twig *u*
30 mm., and on the other 22 urm. ; on the bush oak
the corresponding length n-as 44 mm. (See also scrub oak
froT hedgerow in Bicklelgh Vale, tLe first entry in
table, page 333.)
, Before fruther pulsuing the cluestion of leaf area and
internode length, I aclcl tr note on the extreme south_
eastern tree of Black
Jor (r--), alread;. referred to as being
orr the highest ground, at 1530 ft. above Ordnance daturi
(F'ig-._lI.) This isolated.tree- qow! in a patch of large
boulders,.a slight_hollow in which affords iti io*"" gr;;h
some shelter. When or how it found the soil ,"i"".*",
to its.seedling li{e would appear an insoluble probleni,
were there not at the present a last year,s seedling-growing
under its shelter on the rnoss and other vegetatroi whicf,
covers a part of the surface of a boulder.- The tree has
never accomplished a trunk, its three main branches
crawl over the boulders. from which they but slightly
lift themselves; their girths ane 24,2g, and"aZ in re-ip-eJ_
tively._ From a tangle of second.ary branches sprirrjs a
matted conJusion of twigs, to form the canopy of the t"ree.
In effect the- ca_no-py.is i- mere superficies, JtillfrU/a"*la
in form, and 33 ft. in diameter, ilmost a true circle on
-is
plan. This, the highest situate oak in Devonshire,
vigoro-us and healthy, neither the soil nor the
has affected its vegetatiye power. pruned remorstlesslv
""po.r.u
by the wind, restricted to aianopy wholly out of propol
tion to its root and branch syst6m, rising no moie tian
7 ft. 4 in. from the boulderj around its"base, it makes
good each year its loss of leaf-bearing twig, witL g".,"roo*
shoots_ bearing leaves of more than-averag" a"e..-u. This
year, 1922, on the l7th of June, it had already put forth
new twigs, many of which were_9 in. (22g **.y i" length,
and bore 18 leaves apiece; a larger number were 6"in.
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(f52 mm,) in length and bore 12 leaves apiece. Taking
the top six leaves oI a representative shoot, their area
totalled 213.3 sq. cm., the largest of the six leaves had an
area of 54.6 sq. cm. ; the length of the twig from the
apex to the insertion of the seventh leaf was 69 mm. ; the
conjugate diameters of the twig below the sixth leaf,
measured in millimetres and multiplied together gave a
product, 11.58 (hereinafter called the relative area of
stem). All these are above the mean of measurements
from fifteen selected Devonshire trees. I compare this
tree with a fine oak growing at Shaugh Bridge, whoso
girth is 152 in., and the corresponding data for which aro :
total area of first six leaves 215.1 sq. cm., area of largest
leaf of the six 54.6 sq. cm., length to insertion of seventh
Ieaf 46 mm., product of conjugate diameters of stem (in
mm.) 11.02. Another, and larger, oak at Shaugh Bridge
has a girth of 156 in. and a height of 58 ft. ; its data are:
total area of first six leaves 375.9 sq. cm., largest leaf 67'3
sq. cm., Iength to insertion of seventh leaf 32 mm., relativo
area of stem 11.88. The Black Tor oak may be the most
amazing tangle which ever had the name of tree, but its
vegetative capacity equals that of very fine and shapoly
examples. The Shaugh Bridge oaks were measured later
in the year and the terminal leaves had more fully acquired
their final growth; allowance being made for this, the
Black Tor treo oompa,res even more favourably.
I shorten tho discussion of this question of leaf area and.
internode length by inserting a table, in which the trees
are entered in order of sum of the areas of the first six leaves
on the twigs. It will be seen that, if we except tho scrub
oaks, the Black Tor trees take place quite regularly among
examples from the most favourable localities for growth.
The relative areas of stem vary with so many circumstances
which it is impossible to insert here that no general comparisons can safely be made. The meaning of the term
" relative area of stem " is explained above, the approximate actual area in square millimetres can be obtained by
multiplying the tabular numbers by .7854, treating the
section as an ellipse. I may note that in Bl,aclc Tor Bea,re
all the trees which I have examined have beon of the
ped,unculata variety, but the two trees examined near the
Island of Rocks were both sess'il,'ifl,ora, the only specimens
of this variety which I have seen in the course of the
inquiry.
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TABLE OF TWIGS CAB,R,YING SIX LEAVES.
Total

Largest
leaf

sq, cm.

sq. cm.

34.0
57.0
60.2

r3.l

99.2

26.0

28

Lr2.4

25.2

JI

t0.22

27-5
28-2

59

9.13

61

4.25

Scrub oak, hedgerow, Bickleigh
VeIo
Black Tor, Scrub oak
Black Tor, Scrub oak

e Wistman's (Middle

s
lr

x
x

\\:ood)

Postbridge, 1040, O.D. .
Wistman's (North) \Yood
Island of Iiocks

Shaugh Bridge
Black Tor (bush oak)
Postbridgo, I160, O.D.
Black Tor (bush oak)
Okehampton Park
Farleigh (S. Hams)

112 .6

I14.5
t24.5

.

D

llavistock, short shoot .

Wistman's (Middle) Wood
Island of R,ocks
c Wistman's (Middle) \l'ood
r, Tavistoek, short shoot .
Wistman's (South) \Yood
Shaugh Bridge, 13 ft. girth
trVistman's ((lliddle)
Middle) $6c
\lrood 1
L Tavistock, long shoot
I Wotter (very exceptional) 2

.

mm
Dt)

1.82

2.09
2.3L

3I.7

l8

8.0

44
44

146.3
150'3

,J'J

stem.

30

16'4

3

6.50

49

5.02
8.28
13.90
7-27
6.84

58

I3.76

193 .2

31.6
34.5
39.8
42.9

I93 '4

40.0

25

1I .66
5.78

202.5
211.5

40.6

74

8.33

49.8

bc

54.6
54.6
40.7

69

46

11 .02

94

22.41

53.7

I6

11.83
17.64
13.87

t

Postbridee, 1050, O.D. .
e Wistmafs (\Iiddle) Wood
a Tavistock, long shoot
v Black Tor, S.E. tree
u Shaugh Bridge
s Wistman's (North) Wood, long
shoot

l'o

I26.S
157 .6

Thorn}rill, Pl5zmouth

Longth Rolative
to 7th
aroa, oI

leaf area

6s'I

2r3.3
2t5.L
2rs.7
225.7
255.9
258.2
268.9
270.6

74

t7

47.1

7-5t

I1.58

54t.6

82

36

17 .65

I6
3I

10.84

608.6

74-3
58.2
67.1
67.3
97.8
104.7
156.5

Mean (29)

208.6

Mean, oxcluding sclub oak and
,, Er,

285-4
375.9
def.

18
96

:!5. i I

ol

26.31

50.3

45

11.01

204.7

49.0

47

11.r0

2L2.0

47.9

44

o.or)

206.9

52.6

46.5

t63.5

4L.4

62

4II.5

\26)

l\Iean, excluding l\'istman's,

BlackTorend"E"(15)

Mean of Wistman's

\\

ood (8)

.

Mean of Black Tor, excluding
scrub (3)

P " Druid "

6'r7

I1.88
I0.49

I4.07
9.04

Seedling (Wistman's

Wood stock)
1 Seventh leaf 118.0 sq. cm.
'? Excluded from all means.

85.9

;

some leavos defective.

18.62
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Comparison of largest leaves from shoots bearing six leaves eoch.

.L, (Fu:ll. line), frcm treo at Wotter, Leo Moor, area of loaf 156.5 !. cms.
B, (Hatclwd), from treo at Shaugh Bridge, girth of tree 152 inohes, er€a
of Ieaf 31.? C.

C. (Dotte(I), from

ctrrs.

deformed tree
leaf 97'3 !. cms.

in WiBtman's (middle) Wood, arer of

D.

From hsdgerow near Bickloigh Bridge, scrub oak, owing its cbaractoristic scrubby grcwth to hedge-pruDing, ama of leaf 7.5 fl. crns,

E.

Black Tor Bears, scrub oak, gmzed down by animAts, area of leaf

fl.

13.1

cms.

Nore,-Tlre

abore rejerenu letters do not corr$pond,
pri,ntecl table, wtl, elsewhere i,n paper.

ta

th.ose

gi,t'en

,ilL
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fn the selected area in Black Tor Beare twelve trees out
of sixty-thre9 liying oaks are in part clecayed ; this is a
propo.rtion gf
19 per_ cent, as compared wilh 24 per cent
at Piles Wood,
ar'd 42 per cenf, at Wistman,J Wood.
There are also fourteen oJks which are dead. Two small
saplings are to be s_een springing {rom the roots of trees,
otherwise appareutly dead, ind on one root the three
main branches are quite dead, but a shoot 4 in. in girth
an! 4 ft.-in height is growing healthily.
I noted two mountain ash irees in the selected area. both
small, from 5 to 6 in. in gilth and 8 ft. in height ; but just
outside that area is a rnountain ash of 44 -in. girth and
28 ft. in height.
freq_uent, and at places iJ growing
_ I.1' S

strongly.

Corydalis
.cla.uiuilata grows in-quantit/on th"e
boulders around the isolated treJat the soith-easiern end,
at an elevation of 1JB0 ft. O.D. Ferns are plentifui, the
following.list of species is incompleLe : potypold,iu*, ruigoi:",
Lastrea d,i,latata, L. f.lit-mas, -Blechnt,tti -spicant, iter;i

aqui,li,na.

VII.

SuiuruAny aND CoNcr,usrolis.

The three woods have much in common. As regards
site, each stands on s-teep slope of westerly aspect'in u
-a
deep valley. It is obvious
thai east winds "are !ood. for
neither matr, beast, nor oaks. Notwithstanding tfr'e
extra_
ordinary efiect that winds from the W.N.\y. haie had upon
the oaks at lY,istman's Wood,, ancl upon some of the
highest situate oaks at Piles Wood, and Btactc Tor, we maSr
i*. some dang_er of over_estimating the inclemerr"y o'f
P,"
the climate. At lYi,struan's Wood,therJu,re *any hut ciicles
along the side of the hill above the Middle and North Woods
and above the ground between them ; at piles Wood, there
are hut circles on the hill-side well beyond the trees; and
our predecessors of the early Bronze Age had a very goocl
idea of desirabie sites for -their habit-ations ; especTa[y
dr-y ground with a warm
i yielh
{,eV.liked
Black Tor to the pessimistic critic ; there"*por.,r".
rio earlv mai had
the hardihood to build his dwelling
Each of the three wo.ods springs from soil which chiefly
consists of boulders; in facl, tf,e association of bouldJr
and tree is so marked that evidently the presence of the
former is necessary to the origin oi th" wood.. Several
Igasops suggest themselves. It has been held, by Mr.
Harris among others, that the shelter of the bouideis was
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essential to the first seedlings as protection from the storms.
It has been held, by Mr. Miller Christy among others, that
the boulders protected the seedlings from grazing cattle;
certainly at parts of each wood no cattle could penetrate
in consequence of the roughness of the ground. I myself
have above suggested that the cattle, where not of necessity

excluded, found nothing to tempt them into the area, in
consequence of the absence of herbage among the boulders ;
and this although I have seen a Kerry cow walk a quarter
of a mile over its native hills to crop a square yard of
green stufi ; our Dartmoor cattle are uot as-hard pressed'.

arguments do not exhaust the benefits which the
trees derive from the bould.ers ; I believe there is truth,
partiai
at least, in all the above. But there is anot'her
-advantage
which must, be allowed considerable weight.
In shallow and yielding soil no oak, exposed as on these
hill-sides, could find an abiding place for its roots; once
beyond the sapling stage it must become a windfall. But,
wedged in th; crevices between the granite blocks, and
wandering far in search of the sparse soil, the roots find
such anchorage as must be necessary to sustairr the eccentric load. of procumbent trees: as a foundation therefore
the boulders are an essential. And I would repeat that
you must not too closely judge the past by the present,
ihe ground was rougher in all these woods when the trees
first colonised them ; in ttre course of ages the accumulation
of leaf mould has smoothed away many of the irregularities
which formerly existed.
It was longago noted by De Ia Beche (9, p. 476) that
oaks grew welL on " growan " soil, growa,n being the
decomlosed granite surface which forms the subsoil of so
many icres of Dartmoor. I have given instances of the
recuperative power and vegetative capacity shown by
certain trees ; in so doing I may not, have specifically stated
that in each of the three woods which we ar€ considering
there is ample evidence that each season's growth is
healthy and-normal, being fully up to the standard of
lowland oaks. The difierence is that in these woods such
growth is not additive in successive seasofls, it is- Iargely
expended. in making good the losses which are brought
bf most winters. T[ere may perhaps be a little disaivantage caused by the shorter growing season enjoyed
by the tiees on the Dartmoor highlands, but this is certainly not very marked.
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Among the boulders the oaks have widespreading root
; the soil is merely a fiIling of the interstices of
the "clatter " of rock, and a considerable length of root is
necessary to place the tree in contact with a sufficiency of
humus. ft is notable that, in each of the wood.s, even tho
older trees show a strong tendency to the continued formation of adventitious roots, which spring from tho base
of such trunk as the tree may possess. It is, I think, from
these more recent and shallow-seated roots that suckers
arise at some distance from the parent tree. The root
system not inlrequently retains its vitality after the subrerial growth has been destroyed, and fresh saplings then
spring to replace the lost tree. There seems to be an
opinion among foresters that the regenerative capacity
of the oak largely fails at the age of ninety years or thereabouts, and trees coppiced after that age will doubtfully
make fresh growth. This certainly is not true of the ancient
woods of Dartmool f ffuink that it wou]d. be difficult to
fix an age limit at which the roots, deprived of their trunk
and branches, cannot replace them; there may well be
root systems in full life at Wistma,n's Wood, wblich arc
older than any of the trees. The circumstances are in
part like those of plants which propagate by runners or
by other vegetative processes, one cannot say that the
plant ever dies until it has been extirpated as a specios
from a given area of ground. But, more than that, there is
hero tho great vitality exhibited by the original root,
apart foom its adventitious extonsions.
If, thon, the growth and vitality of the trees is such
as I claim for them, how are wo to account, first for thoir
small absolute size, and secondly for thoir small size
relativo to their age ? The answer is that the trunk and
branch system of any tree, until decay sets in, is directly
proportioned to the leaf area which it has borne and the
period of time over which it has borno it. ff each winter,
or most winters, a proportion of the leaf-bearing twig is
killed ofi, if even whole branches sufier breakage, then
the tree as a whole can never attain the full ca,nopy whish
the vigorous growth during the successive summers of its
existence would represent, could such growth be preserved.
Trunk area for trunk area, these stunted trees carry
certainly less than one-quarter, in some instances less than
one-sixth of the leaf area which trees having similar girths
would carry in sheltered situations. I am sorry that I
systems
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have not found time to make exact comparisons. It
follows that the increase in diameter of the trunk will
each year be only from one-fourth to one-sixth (or such
other proportion as precise measurement may disclose)
of the increase of a lowland oak. After a time the canopy
of leaf becomes practically a constant, destruction and
reconstruction balancing, but the trunk and branches
continue their slow increase in diameter. We can make
one, approximate, comparison if we ignore the possibility
of the small procumbent tree at Pi,les Wood, being older
than the W'istman's Wooil seedling now growing, at the
age of twenty-six yea,rs, in Mr. J. S. Amery's grounds at
Druid, (o). The little oak at Pi,les Wooil has a girth of
8! in., Mr. Amery's oak, at the same height above the
ground, girths over l5 in., and this latter tree spent the
first seven years of its existence in a pot. In diameter of
trunk the more favourably situated tree has come near
a ratio of 2 to I as against the exposed plant, and this in a
little over a quarter of a century. The Pi,les Wood' oak is
4 ft. 8 in. in height, the Druiil tree reaches 14 ft., a ratio
of t to 3. The Pil,es Wood, oak branshes away from the wind
and in that direction only ; the Druid, tree branches toward
all quarters of the horizon; the leaf area borne by the
Druid, tree must be at least eight times that of the tree at
Pi,les WooiL So great a divergence, attained at such an
early age, is excellent evid.ence of the possibility of
extreme divergences in later yea,rs.
I have already pointed out that the young procumbent
oak at Pi,l,es Wood, must have 18 annual rings to the radial
inch, more probably 20; the Druid, oak has l1 rings only
in the same d.istance.
Laslett counted the number of annual rings in 2l
difierent specimens of English oak; his first ten trees
were of relatively slow growth ; at 9 in. diameter they gave
& mea,n of 28 annual rings, or just over three to the inch ;
at 6 in. diameter they gave 3$ rings to the inch. The Druiil,
oak has three times this number, but its early life in the
pot probably cramped it somewhat, and it must also be
remembered t'hat Druid, is practically 600 ft. above sealevel. Comparing Laslett's figure of 28 years age for 9 in.
diameter, with Buller's oak from Wistman's Wooil, showing
an age of 163 years for the same diameter, we have actual
figures for the difierence between normally grolrn timber
and that of our Dartmoor woods. Had I taken Laslett's
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second ten trees, which gave a, mean

of 16 years age at
magnificent specimensi the
comparison would have been more strikirg. Now all
Laslett's trees were such as yielded market"able timber,
and the length of trunk has also to be considered; on the
other hand, the Dartmoor oaks must be credited with the
immen.qe amount of wasted efiort which thev have had
to put forth in the shape ofgrowth destroyed slon after its
formation. I have no dou6t that the lei,f area borne by
the trees measured by Laslett was greater than the leaf
area of the W,ishnan's Wood, oaks oI similar girth, in at
least the inverse ratio of their respective ages. ihis'would
give from six to ten times, as t[e propoition of the leaf
ca,nopy of the well-grown oaks to-that of the dwarfed
trecs, figures which certainly are not unreasonable.
There is a small collection of trees of varied species at
Shaaercombe, in the Plym \ralley Here the littlJ Shavercgmbe_ bro-ok, passing, in its course, from the granite to the
altered sedimentaries, has carved out, for a sf,ort distance,
a steep+ided valley; the head of the depression being
forrned by a waterfall. trYom the moorlaird above, thE
existence of this gully cannot be detected until one is
almost 1rpon its verge. Here, in the shelter of the steep
sides of the. depression, grow flfteen trees, comprisin!
nine mountain ashes, two sycamores, two willowi, onE
hawthorn, and one oak. Not one of these trees show a
twig above the crest of the valley side. The oak is of the
ped,uncula,te variet;', its girth is Sl in., and its height 24lt
it twists its trun-k so as to almost hug the clifi fr6m which;
it.sprilgs ; its next neighbour of thd same species is two
miles distant. rrhich raises the question of h6w the acorn
reached this remote spot, and by what chance it fell in
this one sheltered valley of such, small area, rather than
upon the unfriendly moor. trlom time to time I have
found the remains of acorns upon the open moorland at
least a mile to two miles or il.ore from the nearest oak
trees. Another problem is the arrival of the seed of tho
first of ,the two sycamores, the nearest possible parent
being also two miles distant, but I do not douit the
capacity of
wind to efiect the transport of a sycamore
-a-high
seed over this
distance.
Isolated thorn and mountain ash trees occur in various
parts. of -0he moor ; their distribution is not hard to explain,
and in hardiness these species far surpass the oak] On

9 in. diameter (adqittedly
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the slope of Yes Tor, at an elevat'ion of 1420 ft', is a
hawthdrn tree, wholly unsheltered from any quarter' It
girths I0 in. and stands 9 ft. high, and this yeal it has
6een covered with blossom.
X'our hundred yards north-east from Black Tor, at an
elevation of 1570 ft., are two mountain ash trees, which
as seedlings had shelter from boulders, but have now
outgrown It; both stand 12 ft. 10 in. in leight, the girth
of one is 17 in. and of the other ll in.; both are strong
and healthy. Another, somewhat unhappy-lo-oking-, Poultain ash occupies an even more eleva-ted position in
another clustei of boulders not far distant- It is a
peculiarity of the mountain ash that, unlike tho oak,
it bends [efore the blast, the trunk and branches taking
a, permanent set; even so, it neYer assumes the pro-

cufobent form which is forced upon the oak by successive
amputations.
fhi., ho*"ver, is trespassurg beyond the subject', and
long as this paper may be it leav-es sufficient of interest
unt"ouched to make unpardonable its expansion with
foreign matter.
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Prideaux. " Geology

Pos:rscnrpr.-In the for.egoing, I have expressed my belief (see p. BOb) thet the
Dartmoor oak voods desilibed are withbut paraliel elsewhcre^ iu tho world,

and

I

desire to add a few sords as to this.

ventule-to disseut fronr the views ou this point expressed by
-- F!1st,.I
Mr.
Harris (ante, LIll, pp. 242-2a3\ to the effect that similar w6ods exisd.
Mr. Harris cites &e similai ,,dwarf biushland of bilch and willow,, in Arctic
regions, the. spruce as- ,'a creeping shrub,, in Lapland, and the Scots pine as
" a drvalf shrir.h " at high altiiudis in Britain. ihese'are, however, n'ot oak
wo.ods, as are the Dartmoor woods; nor do they eveu form woods at ill in any
ordinary sense. )lore to the poini is Mr. Harlris'reference to ,.the Mediter"loneau oak foresLs, composed . of low shrubby bushes,, ; but, if he
lefers to woods ofstuntedtork oaks (Quercu,s szbcr), duch as thoss I hjve seen
on the dry.and sterile lower slopes oflthe Estdrel Mountains,

I

amable to state

that tliese haye no resemblance-vhatever to the oek woods of Dartmoor. Mr,
Horris ie thinking, appar_ently, of the character of dwarfness alone. If so, he
is correct I for some of the trees he merrtions are even more diminutivo dhan
any in the Dartmoor woods. But these woods have other and more strikins
characteristics than the mere dwarfness of thsir trees; and these characters ari
scarcely even suggested. by anything in thc woods (if one may so cell them)
mentroneo uY .ulr'. -Harns.

Further,'I suggest that woorls similar to thoso on Dartmoor do uot anil
cannot exist elsewhere, inasmueh as tho unique combination of climetic,
geologjcal, and other uatural conditions rvhich'has given these woods their
special characteristics does not occur elsewhero in thi rvorld, Those natural
conditions courprise a very elevated site (for an oak woocl), a soil (if one may use
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the term) consisting of practicrlly nothirrg but huge blocks ofgrauite, occ.upyilg
a nosition exposed to terrific wintl-blasts, situate ltear a west coast ctrectly
fac^ins a hus'e ocean. from uhich come moisture-ladon breezes yielding a
protli'Eious ,'iirrfrU, intl aII in the Temperate Region in about' lat. 50"
if ono searches a rirap of the world,'inone^cluickly ferceives that such corrvery few- regions-only, in frct, on
ditions could occur iln combination
the wost coasts of southern Norrvay, Scotland, Irelanii, British Columbia, end
Patasonia. Now enough is knou'n of all these coasts (except, perliaps, that

that no

of Pitagonia) to enabl-e one to
^certainty,
woods oT ths Dartmoor type occur'on or uear any of them.
Tho natural conditions which obtain ou certoin elevated portions of the west
coast of Ireland seern to approach more closely those met rvith on Dattruoor
than do anv which obtain'on the other coasts-merrtioned. I have, therefore,
mode spociil enquiry as to ggg![g1 ar-ry o{r wood-s.of-the Daltmoor tJpo
exist tliere. No^ne iueh are ffiililnod-in Dr. R. Lloyd Plaegor's excollent
the Wcst o.f lreland (1908), though various isolated trees, oak- ald
Flora of
other, 'of stunted. lrowth (rtub to the ro6ky soil) arrd much distolted by^
the f6rce of hieh #inds lrom tho west, are ieforred to. Prof. A. Henry, of
sayr rvith practica)

oak

British and Irish trees,
Dublin, than ihom there is no higher'authority
-t'Ionknow
of no such woods
to air enouirv:
kindlv'writes me. in resuonse
^.
in th"e \{est of lreland. . . There ari bits of oak wootls in Clare, with
small trees; but these are of no great size and occur only in one or- two
rayines." Eurther, Mr. R. A. Phiiiips, of Cork, rvhose acquiiutance with th-e
botanv of the Weit of heland is ex-ceptional. writes tno: " I do not think
I hav-e ever seen oaks so deformed as ihose ihown in your plroto (certainly
no woods or grovos of such), and I feel sure that you are cot'rect in saying

do 1ot exist in Ireland."
I maintain, therefore, that I am fully justified il the belief I have ex'
to ihese remarkable Dartmooi ivoods being of a type which is
unique in the rvhole world.-M.C'

that such
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